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1
Introduction
1.1 The Unsustainable ICT
The environmental impact of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
is constantly growing at a brisk pace. A report issued by the Global e-Sustainability
Initiative [75] shows that the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of the ICT sector
are projected to rise to 1.3 GtCO2e (2.3% of global emissions) by 2020, with
a growth of 3.8% from 2011. In particular, datacenters are the fastest growing
category in ICT emissions, with a 7.1% annual rate.
According to Koomey [66], electricity used in global data centers in 2010 was
estimated between 203.4 and 271.8 TWh, that is between 1.1% and 1.5% of total
worldwide electricity use, respectively. For the US that number was between 1.7
and 2.2%. In addition to those figures, the rapid adoption of Cloud Computing
technologies will increase the demand for data centers in the next future, as
reported by Greenpeace [44]. In the only 6 years between 2007 and 2012, the
global ICT electricity consumption increased by more than 200 TWh, going from
4 to 4.7% of the world total (see Figure 1.1).
Putting aside the environmental sustainability aspects, economic sustainabil-
ity concerns are also rising. As energy costs increase due to depletion of tradi-
tional energy sources, the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of ICT infrastructures
will become prohibitive for many companies.
This tells us that the energy efficiency of ICT has to improve. The respon-
sibility of dealing with this issue undoubtedly falls upon ICT professionals and
researchers.
To date, most of the achieved improvements in ICT energy efficiency are
hardware-related. Only in the very last years, software technologies are being
considered for energy optimization. To some extent, this has an analogy with
the history of Software Engineering: while at the beginning of the Information
Era software was undistinguished from hardware in the eyes of IT professionals,
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Figure 1.1: Worldwide electricity consumption of communication networks, per-
sonal computers and data centers. [76].
nowadays its complexity and abstraction require a dedicated discipline and an en-
gineering approach. This is precisely the reason why we consider software energy
efficiency as a Software Engineering problem. Recently, the research community
[74] has recognized the potential of energy efficiency in Software Engineering and
defined its grand challenges. Some of those challenges are the object of study of
this thesis.
1.2 The Quest for Energy-Efficient Software
In 1995, Niklaus Wirth stated what became famous as the “Wirth’s law” [136]:
“Software is getting slower more rapidly than hardware becomes faster.”
This observation is sometimes seen as the counterpart of Moore’s law [87] in
the sense that hardware improvements in terms of performance are negated by
software inefficiencies. The reason lies in the fact that as hardware resources (e.g.
CPU, memory, storage) become cheaper, software designers and developers are
not concerned anymore with writing software that makes an efficient use of those
resources. On the contrary, for market reasons, it is more rewarding for them to
provide more features in their products (thus increasing complexity) [136].
This phenomenon has inevitable repercussions on energy consumption. In
Figure 1.2 you see how the energy efficiency of microprocessor-based computer
2
devices has increased during the years, when compared to computational power1.
However, consider these figures with the trend of the total energy consumption
of ICT, as shown in Figure 1.1. Although hardware devices consume less energy
per computation, the overall ICT electricity consumption still increases.
Figure 1.2: Computations per kilowatt-hour over time [65].
Clearly, this is also due to the fact that the total number of devices has
increased substantially: creating more efficient equipment leads to a decrease in
the price of the provided service or product, which in turn increases the demand
– a phenomenon known as rebound effect [14].
But this is just part of the reason. Modern hardware devices also have more
fine-grained energy management capabilities: multiple power states, sleep modes
and hibernation are common features of end-user equipment. These capabilities,
however, impair energy proportionality, i.e. the ability of the system to con-
sume energy proportionally with its load [127]. For example, a perfectly energy-
1In the figure, “computation” is expressed as a normalized index of addition time, where
human performance equals to 1.
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proportional system at 100% load would consume five times as much as at 20%
load. Currently, this ratio is much higher, and as confirmed by the empirical
evidence presented later in this thesis, modern hardware devices at 100% load
typically consume more than their technological predecessors. This leads us to
the fact that inefficient software technologies, i.e. that waste hardware resources,
impact energy consumption even more than system load and performance. Re-
gardless of how much we improve the hardware, without energy-efficient software
the ICT energy consumption will continue to rise.
1.3 Research Questions
As just discussed, software plays an important role in the energy consumption
of ICT. However, the current State-of-the-Art of Software Engineering does not
provide consolidated knowledge on the deep and complex relationship between
software and energy consumption. This thesis aims at exploring this relationship
from a software-centric perspective.
To do so, the abstraction layers of computing devices are traversed in a
bottom-up fashion: first, we analyze the correlation between energy and software
applications, looking for patterns and mechanisms that affect energy consump-
tion. Then, we look at how software development can influence these mechanisms,
assessing the impact of coding practices. Subsequently, we scale up to the archi-
tectural level, to discover whether energy efficiency can be addressed at the early
stages of software design.
Ultimately, our goal is to provide an approach to engineer energy-efficient
software, both at architecture, design and code level.
The related main Research Question for this thesis can be stated as:
RQ: How can we engineer energy-efficient software?
This RQ can be decomposed into more specific questions, to be addressed
with the methods exposed in the next paragraph.
• Energy is ultimately consumed by hardware resources, used by software. It
is then needed to understand which resources are responsible of consuming
more energy during software execution. This allows to identify the most
promising strategies for optimization. More importantly, if a significant
correlation is found between consumed energy and software behavior in
terms of usage of resources, it is possible to estimate energy consumption
only from run-time software execution metrics.
RQ 1. What is the correlation between software properties and
hardware energy consumption?
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– RQ 1a. Is hardware resource usage correlated with energy consumption
during software execution?
– RQ 1b. How can software properties be used as a predictor for hardware
energy consumption?
• Once we discover the mechanisms that characterize the relationship be-
tween software behavior and energy consumption, the next step is guiding
developers into creating energy-efficient software or improving the energy
efficiency of existing software applications. For this purpose, a number
of best practices and guidelines have been suggested, mostly in industrial
literature. We have to assess whether the available best practices and guide-
lines for energy efficient software have a quantifiable impact, by empirically
validating them in a controlled environment.
RQ 2. What is the impact of using best practices for software
energy efficiency?
• Traditional software quality aspects (QAs, e.g. security, reliability, main-
tainability) are commonly addressed at a software architectural level. This
is because qualities result from seemingly independent software properties,
determined by architectural design decisions taken at early stages of soft-
ware development [12]. Software architecture captures these decisions and
contextualizes them, facilitating the analysis of quality aspects and provid-
ing reusable solutions to address them. If energy efficiency is a proper QA,
we must be able to analyze it at the architectural level. For this reason, we
have investigated existing large-scale software architectures that consider
energy efficiency as a main concern. By doing so, we aim at discovering
reusable solutions to address energy efficiency at architectural level.
RQ 3. How can software architectural solutions realize energy
efficiency?
– RQ 3a. Are there software architectural solutions that address energy
efficiency aspects?
– RQ 3b. How can architectural solutions for energy efficiency be made
reusable?
• From our bottom-up approach, we have been able to identify software-
hardware mechanisms, coding guidelines and reusable architectural solu-
tions for software energy efficiency. However, these results need to be gen-
eralized and put into a bigger picture, in order to deliver reusable knowl-
edge for practitioners and other researchers. For this purpose, a conceptual
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framework is needed, that encapsulates all these elements into high-level
strategies for software energy efficiency i.e. broad, long-term design ap-
proaches, composed of different tactics addressing multiple levels of ab-
straction.
RQ 4. Can we provide strategies to improve software energy
efficiency?
1.4 Research Methods
The relationship between hardware and software is complex, with technologies
acting as confounding factors, such as distributed systems, virtualization, mobile
computation, cloud computing, etc. Our assumption, when addressing the prob-
lem of software energy efficiency, is that it is an emergent property of software
systems in use: the complexity of the hardware-software interactions and the
multiple software layers create an environment that we are currently unable to
deterministically describe.
Consequently, in this thesis we adopt an inductive approach, i.e. we build
knowledge on software energy efficiency by gathering and analyzing empirical ev-
idence [9]. For this purpose, both quantitative and qualitative analysis techniques
were used. In particular:
• Systematic Literature Review (SLR). This qualitative research method is
defined by Kitchenham et al. [64] as “a form of secondary study that uses
a well-defined methodology to identify, analyse and interpret all available
evidence related to a specific research question in a way that is unbiased and
(to a degree) repeatable”. This method is extremely useful in establishing
background knowledge, but also to evaluate the degree of maturity of a
certain field. We adopted this method to identify the state-of-the-art of
energy efficiency in Cloud-based software architectures.
• Literature Review. This qualitative research method differs from the SLR
in that it is less formal and structured, but gives also more freedom in
selecting relevant sources and collecting evidence. When there is no need
of representing the state-of-the-art extensively and systematically, but we
want to provide background information, a literature review is a more ef-
ficient choice. We used this method to provide an overview of software
energy measurement and modeling methods and tools.
• Quasi-experiment. This quantitative empirical enquiry is based upon the
manipulation of one factor (or variable) in a controlled setting. Unlike ran-
domized controlled trials, where treatments are assigned to different sub-
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jects through randomization, in quasi-experiment the assignment is done
using a specific criterion. In software engineering, quasi-experiments are
more common than randomized trials, mostly for feasibility reasons [57].
In our case, this choice is motivated by the nature of our subjects (soft-
ware applications) and treatments (usage scenarios, development practices)
which makes randomization unpractical and sometimes not meaningful.
Our quasi-experiment design follows the process and guidelines provided
by Wohlin et al. [138].
1.5 Thesis at-a-Glance
Figure 1.3 gives an overview of this thesis, showing how the RQs relate to the
ultimate goal of this work.
Quasi-empirical experiments were designed and performed to answer RQ1a
and RQ2, as their lower level of abstraction makes experimentation feasible.
RQ1b was investigated via reviewing the literature on software power measure-
ment and modeling. RQ3 is focused on the architectural level, in particular on
large-scale, Cloud-based software applications. Performing an empirical experi-
mentation on such a scale proved to be unfeasible, thus we adopted a different
research method: a secondary study on existing architectural solutions that ad-
dress energy efficiency. This analysis was conducted by means of a systematic
literature review (SLR). From the results of the SLR, we were able to identify the
stakeholders involved in software energy efficiency, as well as architectural strate-
gies that can be used to address energy efficiency aspects. From the gathered
empirical evidence, we answer RQ4 by analyzing our results and synthesizing
them into holistic strategies for software energy efficiency. The outcome of this
synthesis activity is a conceptual framework to engineer energy-efficient software.
1.6 Outline of Thesis and Publications
This dissertation is composed of the following chapters:
• Chapter 2. This chapter answers RQ 1 by means of a twofold contribution:
first, it presents the design and results of an experiment on the impact
of software on energy consumption. Secondly, it provides a literature sur-
vey on software power measurement and modeling. The aim is to give a
background on the relationship between software and hardware.
Parts of this chapter have been previously published as:
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Figure 1.3: Overview of the RQs of this thesis work, along with performed activ-
ities and outcomes.
– Procaccianti G., Vetro` A., Ardito L., Morisio M. (2011)
Profiling Power Consumption in Desktop Computer Systems. In pro-
ceedings of: Information and Communication on Technology for the
Fight against Global Warming (ICT-GLOW) 2011. Toulouse, France.
Ed. Springer.
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Personal contribution: as main author, I conducted the empiri-
cal experimentation and performed the data analysis. The paper was
mainly written by the first, second and third author. The fourth au-
thor provided detailed reviews.
– Procaccianti G., Ardito L., Vetro` A., Morisio M. (2012)
Energy Efficiency in the ICT - Profiling Power Consumption in Desk-
top Computer Systems. In: Energy Efficiency - the Innovative Ways
for Smart Energy, the Future Towards Modern Utilities. Ed. Prof.
Moustafa Eissa, Helwan. Intech
Personal contribution: as main author, I conducted the empiri-
cal experimentation and performed the data analysis. The paper was
mainly written by the first and second author. The third and fourth
author provided detailed reviews.
• Chapter 3. In this chapter, we present the design and results of an empirical
experiment to assess the impact of industrial practices for energy-efficient
software development. This allows us to answer RQ 2.
This chapter has been submitted as:
– Procaccianti G., Fernandez, H., Lago, P. (2014)
Empirical Evaluation of Best Practices for Energy-Efficient Software
Development. Submitted to: IEEE Transactions on Software Engi-
neering
Personal contribution: Together with the second author, I con-
ducted the empirical experimentation and performed the data analy-
sis. The paper was written and reviewed by all of the authors.
• Chapter 4. In this chapter, we present the design and results of a Systematic
Literature Review on energy efficiency in Cloud Software Architectures.
This study answers RQ 3a.
This chapter has been published as:
– Procaccianti G., Bevini, S., Lago, P. (2013)
Energy Efficiency in Cloud Software Architectures. In proceedings
of: 27th Conference on Environmental Informatics (ENVIROINFO
2013). Hamburg, Germany. Ed. Shaker-Verlag.
– Procaccianti G., Lago, P., Bevini, S. (2014)
A systematic literature review on Energy Efficiency in Cloud Software
Architectures. Sustainable Computing (SUSCOM) - Special Issue on
Software Engineering Aspects of Green Computing (SEAGC)
Personal contribution: Together with the third author, I conducted
the systematic review and performed the data analysis. The papers
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were mainly written by the first author and reviewed by all of the
authors.
• Chapter 5. In this chapter, we reflect on the results of the SLR and package
them into a set of architectural tactics for energy efficiency. This contribu-
tion answers RQ 3b.
This chapter has been previously published as:
– Procaccianti G., Lago, P., Lewis, G.A. (2014)
Green Architectural Tactics for the Cloud. In proceedings of the 11th
Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software Architecture (WICSA
2014). Sydney, Australia. Ed. IEEE.
– Procaccianti G., Lago, P., Lewis, G.A. (2014)
A Catalogue of Green Architectural Tactics for the Cloud. In proceed-
ings of the IEEE 8th Symposium on the Maintenance and Evolution of
Service-Oriented Systems and Cloud-Based Environments (MESOCA
2014). Victoria, Canada.
Personal contribution: as main author, I developed the tactics and
documented them. The papers were written and reviewed by all of
the authors.
• Chapter 6. In this chapter, we build upon the results obtained so far and
we present a conceptual framework to engineer energy-efficient software.
This contribution answers RQ 4.
This chapter has been previously published as:
– Ardito L., Procaccianti G., Vetro` A., Torchiano M. (2014)
Understanding Green Software Development: A Conceptual Frame-
work. In IT Professional, pp.1-6, IEEE.
Personal contribution: The framework was developed by all of the
authors. I personally wrote Part 3 of the contribution. The paper was
reviewed and revised by all of the authors.
• Chapter 7. In this chapter, we present an approach to systematically iden-
tify energy efficiency issues (hotspots) in software applications, starting from
the knowledge base we built. The approach is an example of a strategy to
improve software energy efficiency, hence related to RQ 4. However, the
approach has not been properly validated yet, thus we cannot claim it an-
swers the research question. We present it here as a preliminary step for
our future works.
This chapter has been published as:
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– Procaccianti G., Lago P., Vetro` A., Mendez Fernandez, D., Wieringa,
R. (2014)
The Green Lab: Experimentation in Software Energy Efficiency. In:
Proceedings of the 37th International Conference on Software Engi-
neering (ICSE 2015).
Personal contribution: The approach was developed by the first,
second, third and fourth authors. The paper was reviewed and revised
by all of the authors.
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2
Background: Software and Energy
This chapter answers RQ 1 by means of a twofold contribution: first, it provides
empirical evidence to provide a background on the relationship between software
and hardware. For this purpose, an experiment has been designed, consisting in
running benchmarks on two common desktop machines, simulating typical sce-
narios and then measuring the energy consumption and resource usage to extract
indicative figures. Secondly, it provides a literature review on software power
measurement and modeling. In spite of its relative immaturity, the state of the
art in energy efficient software engineering already yields a rich set of reusable
techniques to measure and model software energy consumption. As part of our
research effort, we survey this body of knowledge, which as such can be used as a
reference for selection.
2.1 Profiling Software Power Consumption
In this section we presents the design and results of an experiment, consisting in
running benchmarks1 on two common desktop machines.
This Section is organized as follows:
• Subsection 2.1.1 describes the experiment design process in all of its steps;
• in Subsection 2.1.2 we present the results of the experiment;
• in Subsection 2.1.3 we discuss the results in detail, providing additional
insights.
1A computer benchmark is typically a computer program that performs a strictly defined
set of operations (a workload) and returns some form of result (a metric) describing how the
tested computer performed. [81] In our benchmark the workload is a set of usage scenarios and
the metric is the power consumption.
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2.1.1 Study Design
Goal Description
Our experiment design begins by describing our experimental goal. The goal is
defined through the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) approach [8]. In Table 2.1, we
present the goal, research question and metrics we used in this study.
Goal
Evaluate hardware resource usage
for the purpose of determining their influence
with respect to energy consumption
from the viewpoint of the user
in the context of software applications
Question Is hardware resource usage correlated with energy
consumption?
Metric CPU Usage (percentage)
Metric Memory Usage (reads/writes)
Metric Disk Usage (reads/writes)
Metric Network Usage (Packets/sec)
Metric Consumed Power (Watts)
Table 2.1: The GQM Model
From the goal we derive RQ 1a, namely:
RQ1a: Is hardware resource usage correlated with energy consumption during
software execution?
The research question asks for a quantifiable relationship between power con-
sumption and actual usage of the hardware, by selecting four metrics relative to
the main resources (CPU, Memory, Disk and Network) and one metric related
to power consumption, namely the readings of the consumed power by the test
machine obtained from an external power meter (see Instrumentation).
Variable Selection
In order to answer the Research Question, it is necessary to specify the inde-
pendent variables that will characterize the experiment. In this study, the inde-
pendent variables are represented by 11 usage scenarios. The scenarios represent
a sample of the study population, i.e. common operations for a desktop user.
They provide benchmarks (see Section 1) for the different resources of the com-
puter system. Our usage scenarios are described in detail in the remainder of
this section.
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0 - Idle. This scenario evaluates power consumption during idle states. In order
to reduce confounding factors, most of the automatic services of the OS
were disabled (i.e. Automatic Updates, Screen Saver, Anti-virus and such).
1 - Web Navigation. This scenario represents one of the most common activities
for a basic user - Web Navigation. During the simulation, the user starts
a web browser, inputs the URL of a web page and follows a determined
navigation path. Google Chrome has been chosen as the browser for this
scenario because of its better performance on the test system, which allowed
us to increase navigation time. The website selected for this scenario is
the homepage of the SoftEng research group http://softeng.polito.it,
which is managed by the authors of this study. This allows to keep constant
the contents and navigation path during all the scenario runs.
2 - E-Mail. This scenario simulates sending and receiving E-Mails. For this
scenario’s purpose, a dedicated E-Mail account has been created in order
to send and receive always the same message. In this scenario, the user
opens an E-Mail Client, writes a short message, sends it to himself, then
starts checking for new messages by pushing on the send/receive button.
Once the message has been received, the user reads it (the reading activity
has been simulated with an idle period), then deletes the messages and
starts over.
3 - Productivity Suite. This scenario evaluates power consumption during the
usage of interactive applications such as productivity suites. For this sce-
nario, Microsoft Word 2007 has been selected, as it is one of the most used
Word Processors. During the scenario execution, the user starts the ap-
plication and creates a new document, filling it with content and applying
several text editing/formatting functions, such as enlarge/shrink Font di-
mension, Bold, Italics, Underlined, Character and background colors, Text
alignment and interline, lists. Then the document is saved on the machine’s
hard drive. For each execution a new file is created. The old file gets deleted
after each scenario execution.
4 - Data Transfer (Disk). This scenario evaluates power consumption during
File System operations, namely the displacement of a file over different
positions of the hard drive, which is a very common operation. For this
scenario’s purpose, a data file of a relevant size (almost 2 GB) has been
prepared in order to match the file transfer time with the prefixed scenario
duration (5 minutes). The scenario structure is as follows: the system user
opens an Explorer window, selects the file and moves it to another location.
It waits for file transfer to end, then closes Explorer and exits.
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5 - Data Transfer (USB). As using portable data storage devices has become a
very common practice, this scenario has been developed to evaluate power
consumption during a file transfer from the system hard drive to an USB
Memory Device. This scenario is very similar to the previous one, exception
given for the file size (which is slightly lower, near 1.8 GB) and the file
destination, which is the logical drive of the USB Device.
6 - Image Browsing/Presentation. This scenario evaluates power consumption
during another common usage pattern: a full-screen slide-show of medium-
size images. This scenario simulates a presentation or the activity of brows-
ing through a series of images. In this scenario, the system user opens a
PDF File composed of several images, using the Acrobat Reader applica-
tion. It sets the Full-Screen visualization, then manually switches through
the images every 5 seconds.
7 - Skype Call (Video Disabled). As the diffusion of broadband networks in-
creases, usage scenarios that make a more intensive use of the Internet than
Web Navigation and E-Mails also become more common. For this reason,
we developed the Skype scenario. Skype is the most used application for
video calls and conferences among private users. For the purpose of this
scenario, a dummy Skype Account was created, and the Skype application
was deployed on the test machine. Then, for each run, a test call is made
to another machine (which is a laptop situated in the same laboratory) for
5 minutes, which is the prefixed duration of all scenarios.
8 - Skype Call (Video Enabled). This scenario is similar to scenario 7, but
the video camera is enabled during the call. This allows to evaluate the
impact of the video data stream both on power consumption and on system
resources.
9 - Multimedia Playback (Audio). This scenario aims to evaluate power con-
sumption during the reproduction of an Audio file. For the purpose of this
scenario, we selected a 5-minutes long mp3 file, reproduced through Win-
dows Media Player. WMP has been selected as a reference player, as it is
the default application for multimedia content in Microsoft Windows.
10 - Multimedia Playback (Video). Same as above, but in this case the subject
for reproduction is a Video File, in AVI format, of the same duration.
11 - Peer-to-Peer. Peer-to-Peer applications are extremely diffused among pri-
vate users. For this scenario, BitTorrent was selected as a Peer-to-Peer
paradigm, because of its large diffusion and less-variant usage pattern if
compared to other Peer-to-Peer systems with more complex architectures.
During this scenario, the system user starts the BitTorrent client, opens a
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previously provided .torrent archive, related to an Ubuntu distribution, and
starts the download, which proceeds for 5 minutes. After every execution,
the partially downloaded file is deleted, in order to repeat the scenario with
the same starting conditions.
In Table 2.2 all the scenarios are summarized, each with a brief description. In
addition, scenarios are classified in different categories, shown in the last column,
from a functional point of view. In detail:
• Idle (Scenario 0): it is the basis of the analysis, evaluates power consump-
tion during the periods of inactivity of the system.
• Network (Scenarios 1,2,7,8,11): it represents activities that involve network
subsystems and Internet.
• Productivity (Scenario 3): it is related to activities of personal productivity.
• File System (Scenarios 4,5): it concerns activities that involve storage de-
vices and File System operations.
• Multimedia (Scenarios 6,9,10): it represents activities that involve audio/video
peripherals and multimedia contents.
Moreover, as anticipated in the previous section, four metrics have been se-
lected to evaluate the system usage. These metrics were measured by means of
software logging (as will be explained in the Instrumentation section) considering
the following values:
• CPU
– CPU Time Percentage, intended as time spent by the CPU doing
active work in a second
– CPU User Time Percentage, intended as time spent by the CPU exe-
cuting user instructions (i.e. applications) in a second
– CPU Privileged Time Percentage, intended as time spent by the CPU
executing system instructions (services, daemons) in a second
– CPU Deferred Procedure Calls Percentage, intended as time spent by
the CPU executing DPC in a second
– CPU Interrupt Time Percentage, intended as time spent by the CPU
serving interrupts in a second
– CPU C1 Time Percentage, intended as time spent by the CPU in
low-power (C1) State [1]
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Nr. Title Description Category
0 Idle No user input, no applications
running, most of OS’automated
services disabled.
Idle
1 Web Navigation Open browser, visit a web-page,
operate, close browser.
Network
2 E-Mail Open e-mail client, check e-
mails, read new messages, write
a short message, send, close
client.
Network
3 Productivity Suite Open word processor, write a
small block of text, save, close.
Productivity
4 Data Transfer
(disk)
Copy a large file from a disk po-
sition to another.
File System
5 Data Transfer
(USB)
Copy a large file from an USB
Device to disk.
File System
6 Presentation Execute a full-screen slide-show
of a series of medium-size images.
Multimedia
7 Skype Call (no
video)
Open Skype client, execute a
Skype conversation (video dis-
abled), close Skype.
Network
8 Skype Call (video) Open Skype client, execute a
Skype conversation (video en-
abled), close Skype.
Network
9 Multimedia (Au-
dio)
Open a common media player,
play an Audio file, close player.
Multimedia
10 Multimedia
(Video)
Open a common media player,
play a Video file, close player.
Multimedia
11 Peer-to-Peer Open a common peer-to-peer
client, put a file into download
queue, download for 5 minutes,
close.
Network
Table 2.2: Software Usage Scenarios Overview
– CPU C2 Time Percentage, intended as time spent by the CPU in
low-power (C2) State [1]
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– CPU C3 Time Percentage, intended as time spent by the CPU in
low-power (C3) State [1]
• Memory
– Memory Page Writings per second
– Memory Page Readings per second
– Memory Available (KiloBytes) per second
• Hard Disk
– Physical Disk Transfers (Read/Write) per second
– Logical Disk Transfers (Read/Write) per second
• Network
– Network Packets per second as seen by the Network Interface Card
The dependent variable selected for the experiment is P i.e. the instant
power consumption (W). Therefore, Pn is the average power consumption during
Scenario n = 1...11.
Hypotheses Formulation
Based on the GQM Model, the Research Question can be formalized into an
Hypothesis as following.
RQ 1a. Is hardware resource usage correlated with energy consumption during
software execution?
H0: ρ(ICPU , P ) = ρ(IMemory, P ) = ρ(IDisk, P ) = ρ(INetwork, P ) = 0
Ha: max[ρ(ICPU , P ), ρ(IMemory, P ), ρ(IDisk, P ), ρ(INetwork, P )] 6= 0
ρ(x, y) expresses the sample correlation coefficient between variables x and y.
Instrumentation
Every scenario has been executed automatically by means of a GUI Automation
Software for 5 minutes, obtaining 30 runs per scenario, each composed of 300
observations (one per second) of the instant power consumption value (W).
The test machines selected are two Desktop PCs of different generations. In
Table 2.3, the Hardware/Software configuration of the machines is presented. As
can be seen, the difference in terms of hardware is relevant; this will allow us to
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Desktop 1 (old genera-
tion)
Desktop 2 (new gener-
ation)
CPU AMD Athlon XP 1500+ Intel Core i7-2600
Memory 768 MB DDR SDRAM 4 GB DDR3 SDRAM
Display Adapter ATI Radeon 9200 PRO
128 MB
ATI Radeon HD 5400
HDD Maxtor DiamondMax
Plus 9 80GB Hard Drive
Western Digital 1 TB
Network Adapter NIC TX PCI 10/100
3Com EtherLink XL
Intel 82579V Gigabit Eth-
ernet
OS Microsoft Windows XP
Professional SP3
Windows 7 Professional
SP1
Table 2.3: HW/SW Configuration of the test machine
make some evaluations about how power consumption varied over the years, with
the evolution of hardware architectures.
Different software and hardware tools have been used to do monitoring, mea-
surement and test automation. The Software tool adopted is Qaliber2 which is
mainly a GUI Testing Framework, composed of a Test Developer Component,
that allows a developer to write a specific test case for an application, by means
of ”recording” GUI commands, and a Test Builder Component, which allows to
create complex usage scenarios by combining the use cases. One of the most
important features of Qaliber is its possibility to log system information during
scenario execution, using Microsoft’s Performance Monitor Utility. By defining
a specific Counter Log, adding all the variables of interest, it is possible to tell
Qaliber to start Performance Monitor simultaneously with the Scenario, thus
allowing a complete monitoring of all the statistics needed for this analysis.
The measurement of power consumption was done through two different de-
vices. For the old-generation PC, YouMeter3 device was used. This device is ca-
pable of computing Active and Reactive Power, Voltage, Current Intensity, Cosϕ.
The data is stored within the YouMeter’s 64kB memory and can be downloaded
in a text file format via Zigbee wireless connection to a Windows enabled PC or
Laptop or viewed as instantaneous readings on the installed Manager software.
2Qaliber - GUI Testing Framework, http://sourceforge.net/projects/qaliber/, last vis-
ited on December 1st, 2014
3Youmeter - eGlue Technologies,
https://www.youmeter.it/youmeter/prodotto-applicazioni.php, last visited on December
1st, 2014
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The device drivers were slightly modified to adapt the YouMeter recording capa-
bility to this analysis’ purposes, specifically to decrease the logging interval from
1 minute (which is too wide if compared to software time) to 1 second.
For the new-generation PC, WattsUp PRO ES4 device was used. This device
is capable of measuring current power consumption (Watts), power factor, line
voltage and other metrics. The data is stored within the device internal memory,
and then retrievable via USB interface. The sampling rate resolution is 1 second.
4WattsUp Pro ES, https://www.wattsupmeters.com/secure/products.php?pn=0&wai=
0&spec=2, last visited on December 1st, 2014
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Analysis Methodology
In order to extract a Power Consumption profile for each Usage Scenario, a set
of descriptive statistics was derived from the experimental data. For a single
scenario, a total of 30 runs were executed, each composed of 300 observations
(one per second) of the power consumption value. Thus, the calculations for the
descriptive statistics were made using two approaches: firstly, the average of each
run is extracted, obtaining a short vector of 30 elements, which was used as the
subject of our analysis. This method allowed to speed up the calculations, and
because of the decreased sampling rate, the data was less variant and showed an
almost regular distribution.
Afterwards, the same analysis on the full datasets was applied, which means
a total of 9000 observations. Comparing the results from these two approaches,
focusing on the Index of Dispersion and the variance, the variability of a sin-
gle scenario can be appreciated, which was also a useful tool for validating the
experiment.
First of all, data distribution must be analysed, in order to determine the
appropriate testing method for each hypothesis. The data distribution analysis
was conducted using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Since it results pointed out
that the data was not normally distributed, non parametric tests were adopted, in
particular the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, also known as Spearman’s
ρ. This test was also chosen due to his higher robustness in presence of many
outliers, a common situation when dealing with energy measurements, due to
instrumentation glitches.
Since our hypothesis is non–directional, the two-sided variant of the test will
be applied. We will draw conclusions from our tests based on a significance level
α = 0.05, that is we accept a 5% risk of type I error – i.e. rejecting the null
hypothesis when it is actually true.
Validity evaluation
The threats of experiment validity can be classified in two categories: internal
threats, derived from treatments and instrumentation, and external threats,
that regard the generalization of the work.
There are three main internal threats that can affect this analysis. The first
concerns the measurement : measurements were taken with a sampling rate of
1 second. This interval is a compromise between the power metering devices
capability and the software logging service. However, it could be a wide interval
if compared to software time. In addition, the two metering devices used for
the analysis are different, although they have similar characteristics. This might
represent a confounding factor for the differences in energy usage.
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Subsequently, network confounding factors could arise: as several usage sce-
narios involving network activity and the Internet are included in our treatments,
the unpredictability of the network behaviour could affect some results. Another
confounding factor is represented by OS scheduling operations: the scheduling of
user activities and system calls is out of the experiment control. This may cause
some additional variability in the scenarios, especially for those that involve the
File System.
In addition, the two machines on which our tests are performed are different
in terms of hardware and software configuration. This is done on purpose, be-
cause we wanted to test devices which could represent common machines used
in a wide variety of scenarios, for both generations. Thus, installing an old ver-
sion of an operating system on a new machine or viceversa would have altered
this assumption. However, this introduces another confounding factor, but still,
provides useful information regarding the evolution of these systems, even if no
specific research hypotheses can be verified about the comparison.
Finally, the main external threat concerns a possible limited generalization of
the results: this is due to the fact that the experiment was conducted on only
two different test machines, which is a limited sample to be representative of a
whole population.
2.1.2 Results
Preliminary Data Analysis
We present in Tables 2.4 and 2.5 the following descriptive statistics about mea-
surements for each scenario. Tables report mean (Watts), median (Watts), stan-
dard error (S.E.) on the mean, 95% confidence interval (C.I.) of the mean, sample
variance, sample standard deviation (σ), variation coefficient (the standard devi-
ation divided by the mean), index of dispersion (variance-to-mean ratio, VMR).
Power consumptions show an excursion of about 11 W for both PCs, even if
the baseline is quite different (an average of 87 W in Idle scenario for the Old
PC, 51 W for the New PC). Moreover, the very low variability indexes ensure
that the different samples for each scenario are homogeneous.
Hypothesis Testing
The results of hypotheses testing of the research questions are exposed in this
section.
First of all, Tables 2.6 and 2.7 report the results of the Data Distribution
Analysis. In Tables 2.8 and 2.9 are presented the results of the correlation test
using Spearman’s method, with a 95% confidence interval, applied to every couple
(watt, variable) for each scenario. As regards Spearman’s ρ significance, using
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Old-Generation PC
Mean Median S.E. C.I. Variance σ Var.Co. VMR
0 - Idle 86.81 86.69 0.007 0.013 0.424 0.650 0.007 0.005
1 - Web 89.09 88.57 0.011 0.022 3.372 1.836 0.021 0.038
2 - E-Mail 88.03 87.11 0.024 0.047 5.195 2.279 0.026 0.059
3 - Prod 90.12 89.40 0.025 0.500 5.862 2.421 0.027 0.065
4 - Disk 94.12 97.21 0.048 0.095 21.12 4.595 0.049 0.224
5 - USB 96.41 97.10 0.024 0.046 5.047 2.246 0.023 0.052
6 - Image 91.97 91.48 0.041 0.081 15.474 3.934 0.043 0.168
7 - Skype 91.87 91.69 0.015 0.029 1.981 1.407 0.015 0.022
8 - SkypeV 95.40 95.75 0.020 0.040 3.844 1.960 0.020 0.040
9 - Audio 88.14 87.94 0.013 0.025 1.429 1.195 0.013 0.016
10 - Video 88.61 88.57 0.009 0.017 0.677 0.823 0.009 0.008
11 - P2P 88.46 88.25 0.010 0.019 0.842 0.917 0.010 0.009
Table 2.4: Scenarios Statistics Overview: Old-Generation PC
298 degrees of freedom (since 300 observations per scenario are available) the sig-
nificance level of the ρ coefficient is β = 0.113. Thus, only correlations coefficients
resulting higher than this value are listed.
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New-Generation PC
Mean Median S.E. C.I. Variance σ Var.Co. VMR
0 - Idle 51.39 51.20 0.007 0.015 0.507 0.712 0.013 0.009
1 - Web 54.05 53.9 0.014 0.028 1.883 1.372 0.025 0.035
2 - E-Mail 53.40 53.40 0.011 0.021 1.123 1.059 0.019 0.021
3 - Prod 53.09 52.70 0.016 0.032 2.369 1.539 0.029 0.044
4 - Disk 60.24 62.10 0.037 0.072 12.38 3.518 0.058 0.205
5 - USB 61.29 61.90 0.023 0.046 4.901 2.214 0.036 0.080
6 - Image 52.75 52.50 0.011 0.023 1.214 1.102 0.021 0.023
7 - Skype 56.23 56.30 0.016 0.032 2.420 1.555 0.027 0.043
8 - SkypeV 62.13 62.90 0.036 0.070 11.428 3.380 0.054 0.184
9 - Audio 52.87 52.70 0.006 0.012 0.315 0.561 0.010 0.006
10 - Video 54.14 54.00 0.007 0.013 0.420 0.648 0.012 0.008
11 - P2P 54.32 54.50 0.008 0.016 0.609 0.780 0.014 0.011
Table 2.5: Scenarios Statistics Overview: New-Generation PC
Figure 2.1: Bar Plot of per-scenario Power Consumption average values
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Figure 2.2: Bar Plot of per-scenario Power Consumption increase with respect
to Idle
Old-Gen PC
Scenario Data Distr. Max p-val.
0 - Idle Not Normal 1.5e-63
1 - Web Navigation Not Normal 4.4e-36
2 - E-Mail Not Normal 9e-73
3 - Productivity Suite Not Normal 1e-45
4 - IO Operation (Disk) Not Normal 1.2e-46
5 - IO Operation (USB) Not Normal 6.4e-52
6 - Image Browsing Not Normal 1.1e-35
7 - Skype Call (No Video) Not Normal 8.2e-30
8 - Skype Call (Video) Not Normal 1.3e-35
9 - Multimedia Playback (Audio) Not Normal 7.9e-54
10 - Multimedia Playback (Video) Not Normal 1.6e-44
11 - Peer-to-Peer Not Normal 8.9e-36
Table 2.6: Data Distribution Analysis (Old-Gen PC)
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New-Gen PC
Scenario Data Distr. Max p-val.
0 - Idle Not Normal 2.2e-39
1 - Web Navigation Not Normal 1.1e-20
2 - E-Mail Not Normal 1.2e-19
3 - Productivity Suite Not Normal 9.4e-29
4 - IO Operation (Disk) Not Normal 8.7e-51
5 - IO Operation (USB) Not Normal 2.5e-29
6 - Image Browsing Not Normal 6.7e-22
7 - Skype Call (No Video) Not Normal 3e-67
8 - Skype Call (Video) Not Normal 5.2e-36
9 - Multimedia Playback (Audio) Not Normal 5.2e-44
10 - Multimedia Playback (Video) Not Normal 6.6e-81
11 - Peer-to-Peer Not Normal 2.2e-35
Table 2.7: Data Distribution Analysis (New-Gen PC)
Old-Generation PC
Scenario Title Variable p-value ρ R2
2 - E-Mail CPUC1Time. < 0.0001 -0.36 13 %
4 - IO Operation (Disk) CPUTime. < 0.0001 0.35 12 %
4 - IO Operation (Disk) CPUC1Time. < 0.0001 -0.35 12 %
5 - IO Operation (USB) CPUTime. < 0.0001 0.47 22 %
5 - IO Operation (USB) CPUC1Time. < 0.0001 -0.47 22 %
7 - Skype Call (No Video) CPUC1Time. < 0.0001 -0.39 15 %
8 - Skype Call (Video) CPUTime. < 0.0001 0.63 40 %
8 - Skype Call (Video) CPUUserTime. < 0.0001 0.53 28 %
8 - Skype Call (Video) CPUC1Time. < 0.0001 -0.7 49 %
11 - Peer-to-Peer MemoryKByteAvailable < 0.0001 -0.34 12 %
Table 2.8: Spearman’s ρ Coefficient between Power and Resource variables
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New-Generation PC
Scenario Title Variable p-value ρ R2
2 - E-Mail CPUUserTime. < 0.0001 0.42 17 %
2 - E-Mail CPUPrivTime. < 0.0001 0.43 18 %
3 - Productivity Suite CPUUserTime. < 0.0001 0.33 11 %
4 - IO Operation (Disk) PhysicalDiskTransfers < 0.0001 0.45 20 %
4 - IO Operation (Disk) LogicalDiskTransfers < 0.0001 0.45 20 %
4 - IO Operation (Disk) MemoryPages < 0.0001 0.44 19 %
4 - IO Operation (Disk) MemoryKByteAvailable < 0.0001 -0.54 29 %
4 - IO Operation (Disk) CPUC3Time. < 0.0001 -0.59 35 %
4 - IO Operation (Disk) CPUTime. < 0.0001 0.55 31 %
4 - IO Operation (Disk) CPUUserTime. < 0.0001 0.58 34 %
4 - IO Operation (Disk) CPUPrivTime. < 0.0001 0.39 15 %
6 - Image Browsing CPUUserTime. < 0.0001 0.34 12 %
7 - Skype Call (no video) NetworkPkts < 0.0001 0.62 39 %
7 - Skype Call (no video) MemoryKByteAvailable < 0.0001 -0.45 20 %
7 - Skype Call (no video) CPUC3Time. < 0.0001 -0.66 43 %
7 - Skype Call (no video) CPUTime. < 0.0001 0.52 27 %
7 - Skype Call (no video) CPUUserTime. < 0.0001 0.63 39 %
8 - Skype Call (Video) NetworkPkts < 0.0001 0.67 46 %
8 - Skype Call (Video) MemoryKByteAvailable < 0.0001 -0.62 39 %
8 - Skype Call (Video) CPUC3Time. < 0.0001 -0.88 77 %
8 - Skype Call (Video) CPUTime. < 0.0001 0.87 76 %
8 - Skype Call (Video) CPUUserTime. < 0.0001 0.9 81 %
9 - Multimedia (Audio) MemoryKByteAvailable < 0.0001 -0.34 12 %
11 - Peer-to-peer NetworkPkts < 0.0001 0.45 20 %
11 - Peer-to-peer MemoryKByteAvailable < 0.0001 -0.42 18 %
11 - Peer-to-peer CPUPrivTime. < 0.0001 0.35 12 %
Table 2.9: Spearman’s ρ Coefficient between Power and Resource variables
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2.1.3 Discussion
The collected data shows several facts. As observed in Figure 2.3, in both our
test machines every usage scenario consumes more power than the Idle scenario.
This difference is even more evident in the New-Generation PC, where we witness
a power consumption increase up to 20%.
Figure 2.3: Per-scenario Power Consumption increase with respect to Idle (in
percentage)
As can be seen from Tables 2.4, 2.5 and Figure 2.1, the most power-consuming
scenarios are those that involve File System, followed by Skype (both with and
without Video Enabled) and Image Browsing. From the hardware point of view,
these scenarios are also the most intensive in terms of system resources. This
also implies that resource utilization can be an accurate way to estimate their
power consumption. For instance, the power consumption profile of Skype is
very different (about 4-5 Watts in average) with and without enabling the Video
Camera.
Another interesting question that arises from the analysis is, in case of apply-
ing these Scenarios in groups, if their power consumption would follow a linear
composition rule (thus summing up the values). That is, for example, supposing
a composed Usage Scenario S that involves a Skype Call, a Web Navigation and
a Disk Operation performed simultaneously, their linear composition would give,
on our Old-Gen PC, an estimated Power Consumption per second of
Pidle + ∆PS = 86.81W + 21.33W = 108.14W
introducing a 25% overhead on power consumption. On the New-Gen PC, the
estimated Power Consumption would be
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Pidle + ∆PS = 51.39W + 24.90W = 76.29W
which gives a 48% overhead on power consumption.
Taking a look at the results of the correlation analysis, we can observe that
the coefficients related to the New-Gen PC are higher than those of the Old-
Gen PC. This may suggest that as hardware evolves, the software usage is even
more significant for determining the power consumption of the system. This
assumption is confirmed by Figure 2.3, where we can observe that the percentage
increase of power consumption for the New-Gen PC is higher, in most cases, than
the Old-Gen.
However, it is remarkable that, for both machines, the variables that show
higher correlation coefficients are undoubtedly those related to CPU usage and
memory usage, namely CPU Total Time, CPU User Time, Memory Available and
Memory Pages. High coefficients are also present in the Hard Disk Index, but
only in those scenarios that, unsurprisingly, involve File System operations. This
means that CPU and memory have a greater influence upon power consumption
related to the others selected for the analysis.
Another observation is that, as expected, power consumption has always a
negative correlation with the time spent by the CPU in the low-power C1 and
C3 states and with the available memory. This suggests that using more memory
has a positive correlation with power, as expected. This is also a confirmation
that the analysis was conducted with the right premises.
Moreover, as expected, the scenarios who exhibit higher correlations are those
who use more resources, such as Skype and IO scenarios. In particular, the
Skype scenario with video enabled has a strong correlation with the CPU usage,
probably because the real-time video elaboration makes the CPU the dominant
resource for power consumption.
2.2 Software Energy Measurement and Modeling:
State-of-the-art
From our experimental results, it clearly emerges that the usage patterns of IT
resources by software applications have a clear correlation with energy consump-
tion. This suggests that resource usage can be used as a predictor for software
energy consumption. RQ 1b focuses on this aspect, namely:
RQ 1b. How can software properties be used as a predictor for hardware energy
consumption?
In general, in order to predict software energy consumption, we need to:
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Figure 2.4: Overview of measurement, prediction and modeling approaches of
software energy consumption
• measure the energy consumption of IT devices to derive quantifiable rela-
tionships between resource usage and energy consumption;
• develop a general software energy model that embeds those relationships
and takes resource usage data as input, providing an energy consumption
prediction.
To answer RQ 1b, we surveyed the existing literature looking for the most
used solutions for software energy measurement and modeling. We classified the
different solutions we found in a conceptual overview provided in Figure 2.4: on
the left side of the picture, you see an IT system represented in terms of abstrac-
tion layer. Out of each layer, it is possible to extract relevant data that concerns
software and energy consumption. On the right side, you see our classification
of the existing prediction models for software energy consumption. Depending
on whether internal properties of software are used for prediction, models can be
either white-box or black-box. The accuracy of the prediction can be validated
and improved by using measurements (either direct or indirect) of energy con-
sumption. In the remainder of this section we describe the measurement and
modeling solutions in detail.
2.2.1 Software Energy Measurement
In order to empirically characterize the relationship between the resource usage
and energy consumption, we need to be able to measure it with sufficient pre-
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cision. However, this is a hard task, mainly due to the complex relationships
between software systems and the hardware configuration of their execution en-
vironment [126].
Many techniques have been developed for energy consumption measurement of
IT systems. They can be classified in direct or indirect [47]. A direct measurement
occurs when energy consumption is measured directly, right on the device(s),
through an external meter [34]. Direct measurements are typically performed
on self-contained systems, i.e. PCs [47] or embedded devices [104, 126]. As an
example, the experiment presented in the previous Section was conducted making
use of a direct measurement approach, as we obtained our energy consumption
data by plugging our test machines to an external power meter.
Indirect measurements, instead, derive energy consumption from secondary
quantities (e.g., voltages, currents, temperatures). These quantities are usually
observed by means of sensors embedded on the device and made available via
software (software probes).
JouleUnit [134] is an example of a framework for energy profiling of software
applications using both direct and indirect measurements. It provides a general
software-testing environment, able to interface itself with both hardware- and
software-based profilers (i.e. power metering devices for direct measurements),
or software probes provided by the device architecture for indirect measurements.
While direct measurements are, in general, more accurate, they introduce sev-
eral overheads: cost overhead due to metering equipment, an energy consumption
overhead because metering equipment has to be powered, and a skill overhead be-
cause in some cases, installing and using this equipment requires a certain amount
of technical knowledge [146]. Indirect measurements are in general less expensive,
because they make use of already available information from the hardware layer.
However, their accuracy depends on how much information the hardware layer
(i.e. hardware vendors) provides. Often, hardware vendors do not provide access
to all sensors installed on their products. In addition, when many software layers
are built on top of hardware (as in complex architectures like Cloud Comput-
ing environments), tracing indirect measurements to software behavior becomes
extremely challenging.
2.2.2 Energy Modeling
Another option to assess software energy efficiency is using software-based energy
consumption prediction. A prediction is defined as the process of determining the
magnitude of a variable at some future point of time [29]. Unlike measurements,
these methods do not directly observe physical quantities, but rather make use
of an energy model [119], typically characterized through empirical methods.
A fundamental distinction must be made between hardware and software en-
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ergy models. Hardware energy models simulate the behavior of hardware compo-
nents through circuit-level analysis and subsequently estimate the overall energy
consumption through composition of the different logical blocks [104]. How-
ever, those models typically miss system-level effects, such as those related to
temperature. Moreover, they are mostly focused on modeling processor units
[146, 102, 105] because CPUs are considered as the primary source of energy
consumption in a computer system.
Software energy models express energy consumption as a function of software-
related metrics [104] that act as predictors, i.e. independent variables that have
a relationship of some sort (linear, non-linear) with energy consumption. Those
models differ significantly depending on the system under test, experimental set-
ting, adopted parameters, abstraction level, etc.
An example of a (linear) model underlying the energy consumption of a generic
IT device can be represented as:
Et = Ei +
∑
c∈Components
EHc ·Swc where 0 ≤ Swc ≤ 1
 2.1
The total energy consumption Et of an IT device – when turned on – is
composed by an Ei part that is present even when the device is sitting idle.
The additional consumption depends on the individual hardware components
maximum consumption EHc which is modulated by how much work the software
demands them to do, Swc. Depending on the software requests the hardware
component may run at full throttle or remain idle.
Choosing the most meaningful metrics as predictors, isolating the platform-
dependent aspects from the software abstractions, eliciting the appropriate soft-
ware constructs to analyze are only some of the research problems that must still
be addressed. The accuracy of a predictive model, of course, strongly depends on
the chosen predictors. Usually a preliminary correlation analysis is done, in order
to extract the most meaningful predictors to be embedded in the model. As with
other predictive modelling techniques, accuracy improvements can be achieved
via a larger training dataset, or including other factors – taking into account the
risks of overfitting.
There are two classes of software energy models, that we name white-box
and black-box. White-box models aim at estimating software energy consumption
from internal properties of the software under test. Depending on the abstraction
level (or granularity), we can distinguish between instruction-level, function-level
or block-level models [104]. In white-box software energy models, performance
counters are commonly used [104]. These counters are embedded into hardware
components like CPUs or memory banks and made available through software.
They record component-level events and signals, through which a programmer
can associate the execution of specific instructions with hardware states. In this
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way, it is possible to model the energy consumption of software tasks. A first
example of such a model was provided, for Assembly language, by Tiwari et
al. [126] in 1994. A more recent example is eProf [111], a profiler able to relate
energy consumption to code locations using a probabilistic sampling of hardware
performance counters. An example of instruction-level model is provided by Song
et al. [121]. They model the energy of a single instruction as a composition of
static energy, independent from software activity and proportional to execution
time, and dynamic energy, as a function of workload, architectural and physi-
cal parameters. Performance counters can also be used to estimate the energy
consumption of virtual processors, such as the energy-aware virtual scheduler
developed by Kim et al. [62]. Along with performance counters, another com-
mon approach is the usage of power states, particular configurations of hardware
components that operate at different levels of performance and energy consump-
tion [145]. Since it is possible to monitor the current state of a component via
software, this information can be used as an input to a energy model. For ex-
ample, SEProf [128] and eLens (for mobile devices) [48] are two energy-profiling
tools that associate source code constructs (either at block, method or instruction
level) to an energy consumption value of one or more system components. All
approaches above share an open research problem: hardware specifications are
not always available for all platforms, and for this reason white-box models are
usually platform-dependent. To be able to generalize a white-box model means to
elicit software properties that impact energy efficiency and that are independent
from the deployment platform.
A complementary approach, that evaluates software energy consumption from
the execution phase, uses black-box models. Black-box models consider software
as a self-contained entity, without digging into its internal structure [88]. These
models express the relationship between runtime metrics, typically usage ratios
of system resources (CPU, RAM, etc.) and energy consumption. This relation-
ship is usually modeled through linear regression, or other statistical inference
techniques. A first, explorative attempt was performed by Sinha [119] that built
a model for energy consumption on a StrongARM processor using as input the
number of CPU cycles needed by an application. However, the model was strongly
tailored upon that specific CPU. A more recent example is provided by Morelli
et al. [88] who presented a compositional model that relates the resource usage
data of different applications with energy consumption benchmarks. With this
data, they compose a measurement matrix, which is then fed into a linear alge-
bra model for energy consumption prediction. Another example of a black-box,
resource-based model for mobile devices is presented by Palit et al. [93]. Their
results show how, in mobile contexts, the impact of CPU and other components
such as wireless devices, may be very significant depending on the considered
scenario. In mobile devices, other sources of information may be available for
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black-box analysis: for example, battery discharge patterns. Carat [92] analyzes
these patterns by comparing them with an a priori probability distribution, in
order to detect abnormal energy consumption by software applications. In cloud
environments, the black-box approach is adopted at cloud node/resource level
(e.g. for task workload [23], energy management and performance tradeoffs [144],
infrastructure management [117]). Most black-box models focus on CPU energy
modeling. In fact, CPU is certainly one of the most energy-consuming com-
ponents. Moreover, its behavior is highly influenced by software. Technological
advancements resulted in highly flexible processor units, capable of several opera-
tional modes with different energy consumption profiles. However, in some cases,
for example in mobile devices [93], certain components, like GPS modules and
Bluetooth/WiFi antennas, may significantly impact energy consumption. This
implies that modeling the CPU is not enough and black-box models should define
predictors for other components, depending on the context.
2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we provided a twofold contribution: an empirical experiment on
desktop computer systems and a literature survey on software power models.
The experiment assessed quantitatively the energetic impact of software usage.
It consisted in building up common application usage scenarios (e.g.: Skype call,
Web Navigation, Word writing) and executing them independently to collect
power consumption data. Each single scenario introduced an overhead on power
consumption, which may raise up to 20% for recent systems: if their power
consumption would follow a linear composition rule, the impact could be even
higher.
The relationship between usage and power consumption was also analysed
in terms of correlation between resource usage. From our results, we can safely
reject the null hypothesis, as it clearly stands:
Ha : max[ρ(ICPU , P ), ρ(IMemory, P ), ρ(IDisk, P ), ρ(INetwork, P )] 6= 0
Although a clear linear relationship did not arise, the analysis showed that
some resources drive power consumption more than others, such as memory and
CPU usage. This gives the answer to RQ 1a, namely “Is hardware resource usage
correlated with energy consumption during software execution?”. Our experiment
also gives us the indication that modern systems, although being more energy
efficient in standby and idle states, due to their higher scalability, are even more
sensible to the energy consumption impact of software usage.
Our experimental results suggest that using resource usage data, it could
be possible to predict software energy consumption. To assess the feasibility of
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such an approach, we surveyed the state-of-the-art in assessing software energy
efficiency and framed it in Figure 2.4. Our analysis concludes that many tools
and techniques for software power modeling and measurement are already widely
available. This answer RQ 1b, namely “How can software properties be used as
a predictor for hardware energy consumption?” We showed that resource usage
data is a reliable predictor for energy consumption. In summary, the whole
chapter provides an answer to RQ1, namely ‘What is the correlation between
software properties and hardware energy consumption?”: the software impact
over hardware energy consumption is significant, it is driven and characterized
by the resource usage ratio and as such it can be predicted by them.
By now, the reader should have a clearer picture of the key contribution of
software in the energy consumption performed by hardware. Moreover, in this
chapter we showed the potential of the usage of power models for energy-aware
applications: embedding power prediction models in the application logic enables
it to alter its behavior according to the energy status of the environment. For
example, in mobile contexts (characterized by battery constraints) energy aware-
ness is a crucial requirement. A common energy-driven policy regards oﬄoading
to the cloud [33], i.e. deciding whether to perform a task locally or delegating it
to a cloud computing infrastructure. This is a non-trivial problem, because e.g.
the energy spent for transferring data to the cloud could be higher than the sav-
ings achieved through oﬄoading the computation [93]. These types of tradeoffs
also appear in other contexts: e.g. data compression is usually regarded as a way
to reduce energy consumption by decreasing I/O activity. However, it has been
shown [111][93] that in some cases the computational effort for compression/de-
compression operations wastes significantly more energy than the amount saved
by performing less I/O operations.
This leads to the need for knowledge in software energy efficiency: reusable
software practices, at the level of architecture and design, aimed at capturing
these tradeoffs for improving software energy efficiency. These practices have to
be validated, in order to avoid the second-order effects presented before. In the
following chapter, we describe an empirical experiment aimed at evaluating the
impact of two best practices for energy-efficient software.
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3
Empirical Evaluation of Best Practices for
Energy-Efficient Software Development
Current state-of-the-art does not provide empirically validated guidelines for de-
veloping energy efficient software. In this chapter, we present the design and
results of an empirical experiment to assess the impact of two best practices for
energy efficient software development, hence answering RQ 2. We elicited the
practices from previous publications in academic and industrial literature. This
chapter also aims at identifying the possible trade-offs between energy consump-
tion and other software properties. We performed an empirical experiment in a
controlled environment, where we applied two different best practices on two soft-
ware applications. We then performed a comparison of the energy consumption at
system-level and at resource-level, before and after applying the practice. Our re-
sults show that both practices are effective in improving software energy efficiency,
up to a 25% improvement. We observe that after applying the practices, resource
usage is more energy-proportional. We also provide our reflections on empirical
experimentation in software energy efficiency. Our contribution shows that sig-
nificant improvements can be gained by applying best practices during design and
development.
3.1 Introduction
As showed in the previous chapter, many researchers have been working on sophis-
ticated software power models [119, 58], able to estimate and predict the energy
consumption of software applications through different parameters. However,
this effort has not been translated yet into reusable information for practitioners
and developers to create energy-efficient software applications. A step in this
direction has been made by Larsson et al. [77] from Intel Corp., which provided
a number of guidelines and best practices for creating energy-efficient software.
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However, little to no validation has been performed on those practices, and their
effectiveness in terms of energy consumption has not been precisely quantified.
To understand how software can impact on energy consumption on the large
scale, consider the following example1: after launch, the popular Youtube video
of the ”Gangnam Style” song reached a record amount of visualizations during
the first year after its publication – roughly 1.7 billion. The amount of energy
used by Google to transfer 1MB across the Internet (as reported by the company
on their website2) is 0.01kWh (a rough average), and displaying it uses 0.002kWh
(depending on the destination device). Hence, the energy needed to stream and
display the ”Gangnam Style“ video is 0.19 kWh. Multiplying this amount of
energy by the 1.7 billion visualizations gives 312 GWh of total energy consump-
tion, which is roughly the yearly energy demand of a city of 22.000 inhabitants
(as an example, the city of Isernia, Italy, consumed 340 GWh of electricity in
2013 [125]).
This impressive amount of energy may hide huge wastes. A complex software
architecture lies behind modern web applications and services (e.g. webservers,
database servers, middleware) and countless instances are executed every second
in physical and virtual environments. Even a tiny optimization on a single soft-
ware application, on such a massive scale, could potentially lead to significant
energy savings. For this reason, software architects and developers need to think
about energy efficiency and a solid knowledge base is needed to provide guidance
in building energy-efficient software.
The aim of this chapter is assessing the impact of best practices for energy-
efficient software development on energy consumption. This chapter answers RQ
2, namely:
RQ 2. What is the impact of using best practices for software energy efficiency?
Our work follows the guidelines for empirical experimentation in software en-
gineering provided by Wohlin et al. [138] and Basili et al. [11]. For the purpose
of this experimentation, we applied two practices in well-known open source soft-
ware applications (the Apache WebServer and the MySQL Database Server) that
will serve as test cases. These applications were executed in a controlled environ-
ment (the Software Energy Footprint Lab, SEFLab [34]). During the experiment,
we gathered two types of data: power consumption (both of the execution envi-
ronment as a whole and of the single hardware components) and resource usage
of the different hardware components. Then, we performed hypothesis testing on
the data to answer our research questions. Besides assessing the energy impact of
each practice, we elicited, for each test case implementation, the software metrics
1https://www.2degreesnetwork.com/groups/energy-carbon-management/resources/
gangam-style-it-sustainable/
2http://www.google.com/green/bigpicture/
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and factors that we identified as most relevant for energy consumption purposes.
From this comparison, we extracted meaningful information to further define the
complex relationship between software and energy.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents an overview of pre-
vious empirical studies on the energy consumption of software applications. In
Section 3.3 we present our study design, in terms of subjects, objects, depen-
dent/independent variables and instrumentation. In Section 3.4 we describe how
the experiment was executed. In Section 3.5 we discuss the validity aspects and
possible threats arising from our experiment design and execution. In Section
3.6 we present our experimental results for each practice and hypothesis testing.
In Section 3.7 we answer our research questions and discuss the implications of
our findings. In Section 3.8 we draw conclusions and outline our future research
efforts.
3.2 Related Work
A number of empirical experiments on software energy consumption has been
conducted as software energy efficiency became a popular research topic. In this
section, we present those which are more related to our contribution, ordered
by publication date, and summarize their findings. In Table 3.1 we give a more
structured overview: we list the purpose of the study, the experimental con-
text (e.g. on-line vs. off-line [138]), the subjects selected for the study and the
testbed on which the energy measurements were performed (where applicable).
As criteria for selection, we focused on the viewpoint of developers: hence, we
selected studies analyzing the impact of programming techniques or practices
on energy consumption, as well as studies that try to empirically characterize
energy-intensive code elements.
1. Capra et al. [18] analyze the impact of application development environments
over the energy efficiency of software applications. They propose a measure
of the impact of application environments on the development process, called
framework entropy, and evaluate it over a set of 63 open source applications.
Hereby we list the main findings of this work:
• Finding 1. A high framework entropy is beneficial for the energy efficiency
of small and medium applications.
• Finding 2. A high framework entropy is detrimental for the energy effi-
ciency of large applications.
• Finding 3. Different functional types of applications have different energy
efficiency levels.
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Table 3.1: Summary of the related work.
Ref. Purpose Context Subjects Testbed
[18] Evaluate the energy
impact
Off-line,
single-
object
Application Development
Environments (63 open-
source projects)
Server
[107] Evaluate the energy
impact
Off-line,
single-
object
Software Design Patterns
(15 Design Patterns in 3 cat-
egories)
Embedded
System
[89] Evaluate the energy
impact
Off-line,
multi-
object
variation
Algorithms and Program-
ming Languages (8 Towers
of Hanoi implementations)
Server
[52] Trace the evolution
of software energy
consumption
Off-line,
multi-
object
variation
3 products (Firefox, Vuze,
rTorrent) in different ver-
sions and scenarios
Laptop
PC
[69] Evaluate the energy
impact
Off-line,
multi-
object
variation
8 Distributed Programming
Abstractions on 5 scenarios
Server-
Client
[97] Evaluate the energy
impact
Off-line,
multi-
object
variation
3 Thread Management Con-
structs on 8 different bench-
marks
Server
[78] Evaluate the energy
impact
Off-line,
single-
object
study
3 best practices for energy-
efficient programming in
Android
Smart-
phone
[79] Identify most energy-
greedy API calls
Off-line,
case study
55 Android applications Smart-
phone
[98] Identify most used
programming so-
lutions for energy-
efficient software
On-line,
thematic
analysis
325 questions and 558 an-
swers on Stack Overflow
about energy-efficient soft-
ware
N/A
• Finding 4. ERPs, text, image editors and games are less energy efficient
than FTP clients and servers, and calendars.
2. Sahin et al. [107] investigate the energy impact of using software design pat-
terns. They consider a set of 15 design patters and evaluate the energy con-
sumption of a ”proxy” application developed on purpose for the study. The
application is evaluated in two versions, before and after applying the design
pattern. Hereby we list the main findings of this work:
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• Finding 1. The impact of applying a design pattern varies greatly, from
less than 1% to more than 700%, among the considered patterns.
• Finding 2. The impact of design patterns is not consistent with respect
to the pattern category (i.e. Creational, Structural, Behavioral [38]).
• Finding 3. The impact of design patterns cannot be predicted by looking
at how it influences high-level design artifacts.
3. Noureddine et al. [89] analyze the energy impact of programming languages
and algorithmic choices. The impact is evaluated through a low-level library
called PowerAPI on 8 different implementations of the Towers of Hanoi pro-
gram, varying the implementation language and the used algorithm (recursive
vs. iterative). Hereby we list the main findings of this work:
• Finding 1. The algorithm choice has a significant impact on energy con-
sumption. The recursive algorithm is more energy-efficient than the iter-
ative one.
• Finding 2. The chosen programming language has a significant impact
on energy consumption as well. The Java implementation is more energy
efficient than the others, not considering compiler optimizations.
• Finding 3. The impact of compiler optimizations is also relevant. Com-
piling the C++ implementation with the O2 compiler option increases
energy efficiency significantly.
4. Hindle [52] investigates the impact of software change on power consumption,
and the relationship with software metrics. Subjects are 3 applications: Fire-
fox, Vuze, rTorrent. For each application a set of different versions and releases
is selected. Hereby we list the main findings of this work:
• Finding 1. Power consumption is not consistent among different versions.
• Finding 2. Performance evolutions can affect power consumption in mul-
tiple ways.
• Finding 3. No significant correlation was found between static OO-
related software metrics (e.g. coupling, cohesion, fan-in/fan-out) and
power consumption. Process-related metrics (e.g. added/removed lines,
file churn) exhibit positive correlation with power consumption in a lim-
ited amount of cases.
5. Kwon and Tilevich [69] analyzed and evaluated the impact in terms of energy
consumption of major Distributed Programming Abstractions (DPA) when
developing communication mechanisms for mobile devices, such as RPC, RMI
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or SOAP. Authors implemented 8 versions of different benchmarks for middle-
ware platforms, each version adopting a specific communication abstraction.
Hereby we list the main findings of this work:
• Finding 1. Binary-based DPAs (eg. raw sockets) are more energy efficient
than XML-based ones, because of the smaller overhead in communication
data.
• Finding 2. Asynchronous DPA mechanisms have no additional energy
costs.
• Finding 3. Marshaling/unmarshaling consume more energy on network
communication than on CPU processing. Serialization protocols are more
energy-efficient in high-throughput networks.
6. Pinto et al. [97] analyzed and evaluated the impact in terms of energy con-
sumption of 3 different thread management strategies, i.e. explicit threading,
thread pooling, work stealing, applied on 8 different benchmarks. They also an-
alyzed how energy consumption varies in relationship to the number of active
threads. Hereby we list the main findings of this work:
• Finding 1. Different thread management constructs have different im-
pacts on energy consumption. For I/O-bound programs, explicit thread-
ing is the most energy-efficient, whereas work stealing is the least. For
highly parallel benchmarks, the opposite holds.
• Finding 2. Energy consumption typically increases as the number of
threads increases, and then gradually decreases as the number of threads
approaches the number of CPU cores.
• Finding 3. Being faster is not synonymous of being greener. Sequential
execution often leads to the least energy consumption, whereas parallel
execution leads to improved energy/performance trade-off.
7. Li and Halfond [78] evaluate the impact of 3 best practices for Android appli-
cation development extracted from the official Android developers community
forum. The practices can be summarized as: bundle small HTTP requests,
reduce memory usage and improve performance to decrease energy consump-
tion. Authors developed three small software applications to test the impact
of each practice. Hereby we list the main findings of this work:
• Finding 1. Bundling small HTTP requests could save energy.
• Finding 2. Higher memory usage only slightly increases the average en-
ergy consumption of each access.
• Finding 3. Avoiding references to the array length for each loop iteration
can save energy.
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• Finding 4. Directly accessing fields instead of accessing them through
methods can save energy. The reason is that the virtual methods that
are used to access field values are expensive operations.
• Finding 5. Static invocation appears to be more energy-efficient in An-
droid.
8. Linares-Va´squez et al. [79] aim at identifying whether some API calls are
more energy-consuming than others, and if sequences of API calls (patterns)
repeat themselves frequently, causing anomalies in energy consumption. The
study analyzed the execution traces of 55 Android applications, looking for
the most energy-greedy Android API calls. Hereby we list the main findings
of this work:
• Finding 1. APIs related to GUI & Image Manipulation and Database
are the most energy-consuming.
• Finding 2. Using getters and setters when accessing internal class fields
causes high energy consumption. This finding is coherent with the previ-
ous study, and creates a trade-off between information hiding and energy
efficiency.
• Finding 3. Refreshing application views and widgets causes high energy
consumption.
9. Pinto et al. [98] mined the StackOverflow platform to find the most common
problems regarding energy efficiency, their causes, and the most recommended
programming solutions for energy-efficient software. The study found a total
of 325 questions and 558 answers from more than 800 software developers.
Hereby we list the main findings of this work:
• Finding 1. There are misconceptions about software energy consumption,
like confusion between power and energy and the correlation between
energy and performance.
• Finding 2. The major causes for energy consumption according to de-
velopers are: unnecessary resource usage, hidden background activities,
excessive synchronization.
• Finding 3. Among the most suggested solutions, those matching with
the scientific state-of-the-art were: reduce I/O to a minimum, buffer I/O
commands, avoid polling, use efficient data structures.
Although our literature search was not conducted systematically, we per-
formed an extensive review that allows us to make some considerations. As
emerges from those findings, there are many preliminary insights and hypotheses
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about software energy efficiency. For example, it seems that large applications
with many subsequent versions tend to be less energy-efficient than smaller ones.
However, we also observe a certain degree of conflict and uncertainty. For ex-
ample, some studies seem to show that high-level abstractions and languages are
less energy-efficient than low-level ones, while others conclude the opposite. Ob-
viously, the studies analyze different entities (i.e. populations). Many researchers
focus on mobile applications (in mobile environments, battery life is obviously
a high priority), other focus on specific application domains (e.g. Information
Systems) or technologies (DPAs). However, the studies also differ in terms of
research approach: each study adopts a different instrumentation and study de-
sign. We claim that such a difformity of approaches prevents practitioners from
having sound reference and guidance when building energy-efficient software.
3.3 Experiment Planning
This section describes our experiment planning, in terms of dependent and in-
dependent variables, hypotheses formulation, and instrumentation [138]. A sum-
mary is provided in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Summary of experiment planning phase.
Object of Study Best Practices for software energy efficiency
Subjects Open-source software applications
Independent variable Application workload
Dependent variables – Energy consumption values (at system- and resource-level)
– Resource usage measures
– Software execution measures
3.3.1 Variable Selection
The main objects of our study are best practices for software energy efficiency.
We elicited those practices inspired by academic literature and industry [118, 110,
56, 122, 5, 77, 46] and collected them in a wiki3 to share them with academics
and practitioners.
For the purpose of this evaluation, we selected two practices from our wiki:
Use efficient queries and Put application to sleep. Those practices were selected
for two main reasons: the high relevance for practitioners, as they can be applied
3https://wiki.cs.vu.nl/green_software/index.php/Main_Page
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in a wide context of software applications, and ease of implementation. The
practices are described in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, respectively, using the template
described in [46]. More details and the rationale behind our implementation
choices will be presented in Section 3.4.
Due to the nature of the practices and their formalization, it was not possible
to automate and randomize their application to the subjects, i.e. software appli-
cations. Hence, our empirical study qualifies as a quasi-experiment, or more
appropriately as a single-case mechanism experiment [133], where we test
the cause-effect behavior of the best practices on selected experimental subjects.
Our choice fell upon two commonly-used, open-source products: the Apache Web
Server and the MySQL Database Server. The same criteria used for object se-
lection guided this choice: the wide usage of these products ensures relevance
for practitioners, and their open-source nature allowed us to easily access their
source code for instrumentation purposes.
Our study population is the set of all possible executions of these two software
applications in two different scenarios i.e. with and without the practice. Out of
our population, we draw a sample of 10 executions per application per scenario,
thus a total of 40 executions.
Table 3.3: Description of Practice 1: Use efficient queries.
Logical name Use of efficient queries
Category Databases
Description Most of Web applications of any size involve the use of a database.
Typically, a Web application allows the addition or creation of
new records (for example, when a new user registers on the site),
and the reading and searching operations of many records in a
database. Consequently, the traditional performance bottleneck
of Web applications comes from the database. It is often caused
by reading operations of a large number of records, or reading
operations whose complexity requires an expensive data processing
time by the database.
Rationale Often, database queries perform complex operations, such as or-
dering or indexing. Those operations are done to increase the ap-
plication performance at the expense of energy efficiency. Hence,
limiting the utilization of indexation mechanisms or unnecessary
ordering operations (use of ORDER BY keywords) can mitigate
the energy consumption of our queries.
Source Green Software Wiki
Keywords database, coding, query
The dependent variables we monitored and analyzed for answering our
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Table 3.4: Description of Practice 2: Put application to sleep.
Logical name Put application to sleep
Category Energy-efficient coding
Description This practice makes use of a sleep function (or equivalent) that
puts a process (or main thread) in sleep mode for a specific period
of time, i.e. enter the Not Runnable state. This programming
technique enables to suspend a thread or process, and thus its
use of CPU resources, while continues executing other threads or
processes until the sleep mode has finished. Once the sleep mode
is over the thread or process is allowed to continue making use of
CPU resources.
Rationale A proper use of the Sleep function (e.g. when the application is
no longer active, waiting for I/O or other signals) allows to reduce
CPU utilization, and consequently improves the energy efficiency
of an application.
Source Green Software Wiki, Wikipedia
Keywords sleep, coding, thread
RQs are: the energy consumption at system-level to assess the energy impact
of the practices; the energy consumption values at resource-level and its usage
ratio to identify the most affected resources; and software execution measures
(response time, number of request/query served) to determine their relationship
with energy consumption and how the application of the practice affects them.
The independent variable for our experimentation is the application work-
load, i.e. the parameters we used for benchmarking (e.g. total number of requests,
database size).
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3.3.2 Hypotheses Formulation
In the following we formulate the hypothesis that guides our experimentation,
starting from our research question.
RQ 2: What is the impact of using best practices for software energy efficiency?
The impact (∆E) is measured in watt-hours (Wh) and expresses the differ-
ence between the energy consumption at system level before (E0) and after (E1)
applying the practice, namely:
∆E = E1 − E0
Thus, we have:
H20: ∆E ≈ 0
H2a: |∆E|  0
The null hypothesis implies a negligible impact of the practice over energy con-
sumption. The alternative hypothesis represents instead an evident and signifi-
cant impact of the practice.
3.3.3 Instrumentation and Testbed
In the following we describe the instrumentation we used in our experimentation,
in terms of hardware and software tools. The hardware tools were provided by the
Software Energy Footprint Lab (SEFLab) [34], which served as our laboratory
environment.
Hardware
The test machine is a Dell PowerEdge SC1425 server, with the following specifi-
cations:
• 2x Intel Xeon CPUs, 3.2GHz
• 4x Infineon 1GB DDR2-333 SDRAM
• Intel E7520 chipset
• 1x Maxtor 7L250S0 250GB SATA150 HDD
• Dell power Supply Unit 450W
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The instrumentation on this server consists of two Texas Instruments Data
Acquisition Boards (DAQs) connected to the power supply channels of the single
resources (e.g. CPUs, memory banks), in order to record the power consumption
data of the different components of the server. In addition, this server is also
equipped with a Wattsup PRO4 meter to record system-level power consumption.
Software
The Software instrumentation consists of tools able to collect power consumption
data and software-related measures, along with resource usage information. All
this data is timestamped, synchronized and stored in comma-separated value
(CSV) files.
To collect software measures, we used the Intel Energy Checker (IEC) SDK [25].
This SDK allows developers to insert counters in the application code, to record
significant events and/or operational metrics (i.e. the number of queries executed
by a DBMS, the time spent in a particular function, etc.). These counters can
be exported through the same API, in order to be accessible from other applica-
tions at runtime. For power consumption data, we used the Intel Energy Server
tool (ESRV). ESRV is part of the IEC SDK and works under the same principle.
Basically, ESRV is a simple application able to interface itself with several power
meters and DAQs and export the values read by those devices through a software
counter, defined in the IEC API. The use of this tool allows to record both soft-
ware events/measures and power consumption information (both per-resource,
through DAQs, and system-level, through WattsUp PRO) using the same soft-
ware construct. This reduces noise due to format conversions and synchronization
issues.
To collect resource usage data, we used Dstat5 for Linux/Unix. Dstat allows
to combine the output of various resource monitoring tools commonly used in
Unix environments (vmstat, iostat, netstat, ifstat). In particular, we gathered
the following resources:
• CPU statistics (user time, system time, idle time and more)
• Disk statistics (read/write)
• I/O statistics (read/write)
• Memory statistics (paging, used memory, buffered/cached memory, avail-
able memory, swap)
• System load (1m, 5m, 15m)
4https://www.wattsupmeters.com/secure/index.php
5http://linux.die.net/man/1/dstat
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• Network usage (packets sent/received)
The output was collected as CSV files with a granularity of 1 second.
3.4 Execution
3.4.1 Preparation
The context of our experiment is a single-object study: we apply a single object
(i.e. a software practice) to a single subject (i.e. a software application). This
choice has been made due to the intrinsic complexity of the practice application:
as of now, energy-efficient software practices are described in literature as high-
level guidelines, hence there are no formal specifications of how to apply a practice
to an application. In this section, we describe how we implemented the practices
and the assumptions we made.
For each practice, we developed three different scenarios:
• In the first scenario, that we called vanilla, the test application is bench-
marked as-is, without introducing any code instrumentation. We developed
this scenario to test our lab setting and to assess the impact of the instru-
mentation.
• The second scenario features the test application with code instrumentation,
before applying the software practice under test.
• The third scenario features the test application with code instrumentation,
after applying the software practice under test.
Practice 1: Use efficient queries
We implemented this practice using the MySQL Database Server software. As
dataset, we used a full copy of the English Wikipedia articles as of 2008, which has
a size of approximately 30GB. The English Wikipedia dataset has been obtained
from the WikiMedia Foundation. We designed a simple query that iterates over
all Wikipedia pages searching for text fragments. We disabled the MySQL inter-
nal cache, which could potentially be a confounding factor, by using the SQL -
NO CACHE keyword in the SQL statement. The application of the practice is
simulated by issuing two different types of queries: one uses the ORDER BY
keyword to order the results, the other one doesn’t. We developed a benchmark
that executes the SQL query 3 times. We decided not to control the duration of
the benchmark for this practice: it varies according to the execution time of the
queries. This allows us to assess the impact of the practice upon performance.
Listings 3.1 and 3.2 show the SQL statements we used.
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SELECT SQL NO CACHE a . o l d i d
FROM t ex t a , r e v i s i o n b
WHERE a . o l d i d = b . r e v t e x t i d
ORDER BY a . o l d i d ;
Listing 3.1: Query before applying the practice
SELECT SQL NO CACHE a . o l d i d
FROM t ex t a , r e v i s i o n b
WHERE a . o l d i d = b . r e v t e x t i d
Listing 3.2: Query after applying the practice
Practice 2: Put application to sleep
We implemented this practice using a local installation of the Apache WebServer
software v.2.2.25. Actually, the application already makes use of the Put appli-
cation to sleep practice when waiting for an HTTP request. We modified the
WebServer source code removing every call to the sleep() function in the body
of the request handling procedure. This modified version represents the subject
without the application of the practice. For benchmarking, we used the ab util-
ity (Apache Benchmark) included in the WebServer package, with the following
parameters:
ab -kc 50 -t 300 -n 5000000 http://localhost/
This configuration issues up to 5000000 requests, with a maximum of 50 con-
current requests and a time limit of 5 minutes (300 seconds). This allows us
to control the length of the experiment and extract performance statistics: as
opposed to the previous practice, where the number of query was fixed and the
execution time was not, in this case the number of requests varies (the WebServer
is not able to process 5 million requests in 5 minutes) but the execution time is
fixed.
3.4.2 Data Collection and Analysis
For each scenario (vanilla, before, after) we performed 10 different executions.
During each execution, we collected resource usage data through the CSV output
of the dstat tool, energy usage through the ESRV tool (at resource level) and the
WattsUp PRO meter (at system level) and software execution measures through
the IEC API. We carefully checked the timestamps between our different logs
to ensure synchronization. As shown in Figure 3.1, all the logs were collected
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Figure 3.1: Experiment execution.
on a separate monitor machine, to minimize the measurement overhead on the
test machine. For this reason, the energy meters were electrically connected to
the test machine, but the data channels of the meters (i.e. USB cables of the
DAQs and the WattsUp PRO) were connected to the monitor machine collecting
the data samples. As regards the software measurements and the resource usage
data, the dstat tool and the IEC API calls were performed on the test machine,
but the output CSV logs were remotely written on an NFS shared folder located
on the monitor machine.
The analysis of the data was performed using the R software for statistical
computing6. We applied the following analysis techniques on the data (most of
them are described in [86], references provided otherwise):
• Descriptive statistics (e.g. mean, median)
• Shapiro-Wilk test of normality [116]
• Correlation analysis using Spearman’s rank coefficient
• Wilcoxon signed-rank test for assessing the impact of the practice
• Effect size computation using Cohen’s d, Hedges’ g and Vargha-Delaney A
measure [130]
6http://www.r-project.org/
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We choose a significance level α = 0.05 for all of our tests, i.e. we accept
a 5% chance of type I error (rejecting the null hypothesis when it is actually
true). When evaluating correlations, due to the high number of comparisons we
perform (21 comparisons for system-level analysis, 168 for resource-level analysis)
we applied the Bonferroni correction to our significance level. Hence, at system
level we have
αs = 0.05/21 ≈ 0.002
 3.1
while at resource-level we have
αc = 0.05/168 ≈ 0.0003
 3.2
All the raw data, the reports and the R scripts reproducing the reports are
publicly available online7.
3.5 Threats to Validity
Before reporting our experimental results (in Section 3.6), in this section we
present the threats to validity and their mitigation. Our aim is of illustrating the
premises and the assumptions behind our experimentation, hence increasing the
readability of the experiment results. The classification of the threats follows the
one by Cook and Campbell [24].
3.5.1 Conclusion Validity
Threats to conclusion validity affect the statistical significance of the findings. In
our experimentation, we identify the following conclusion validity threats:
• Reliability of measures. When performing energy consumption analysis, the
precision and accuracy of the measurement equipment is of utmost impor-
tance. For this reason, we performed our measurement in the SEFLab, a
state-of-the-art laboratory purposely built to perform energy consumption
analysis. We also collaborated with the staff and technicians who setup the
lab in order to ensure the highest measurement quality (see Acknowledge-
ments).
• Reliability of treatment implementation. As mentioned in Section 3.4, the
application of the best practices to our application subjects is a complex
process that cannot be standardized or automated, as of the current way
practices are documented (this is also a threat to construct validity, see
7http://www.s2group.cs.vu.nl/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/
green-practices-online-package.zip
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below). Hence, we cannot guarantee that a different implementation would
give similar results. To mitigate this threat, the implementation of the
practice was performed by two different researchers and its meaningfulness
was cross-checked with experts in the field.
3.5.2 Internal Validity
Threats to internal validity affect the causal interpretation of our results. We
identify the following threats to internal validity:
• Treatment assignment. As we stated in Section 3.3, our empirical study
is a quasi-experiment, for feasibility reasons: the assignment of a practice
to a single software application is an operation that cannot be automated
nor randomized at the present time. We are aware that this prevents us
to fully establish causation. Part of our future efforts (see Section 3.8) will
be devoted to generalize the practices in order to make them automatically
applicable on multiple products, hence enabling randomized assignment.
• Code instrumentation. Due to the usage of the IEC API (see Section 3.3),
we had to insert several additional calls in our application subjects. That
might result in a confounding factor. To mitigate this threat, we also per-
formed a benchmark of each application before performing instrumentation
(vanilla scenario). This allowed us to estimate the impact of the instru-
mentation and take it into account.
3.5.3 Construct Validity
Threats to construct validity affect the relationship between theory and obser-
vation. Our main threat to construct validity regards the operational explication
of constructs, meaning that the practices are not formalized in a standard and
objective way, hence their translation into operational constructs is subject to
interpretation. To mitigate this threat, we documented the practices to the best
of our knowledge and we provided references of their sources. We seek, however,
for researchers to challenge our interpretation and provide further examples to
improve our knowledge base on best practices for software energy efficiency.
3.5.4 External Validity
Threats to external validity affect the generalization of our findings. For our
experimentation, we identified the following external validity threats:
• Subject selection. For feasibility reasons, also due to the complexity of the
application of a practice, we designed a single-object study, so we selected
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only two software applications for our study. Accordingly, we cannot guar-
antee that our subjects are representative of the whole population. To
mitigate this risk, we chose our application subjects to be as representative
as possible, being them widely-used open source software applications.
• Experimental setting. We conducted our experiments in a controlled envi-
ronment. Hence, we cannot guarantee that our results would be the same
in a different setting, e.g. the production environment of a company. How-
ever, the test machine and the application versions were as up-to-date as
possible and they are widely used in industrial settings too.
3.6 Results
In this section, we present the results of our experiment. For each practice, we
present the results of hypothesis testing and other relevant findings. We also
discuss the results for each practice in detail.
3.6.1 Practice 1: Use Efficient Queries
Hypothesis Testing
In Table 3.5 we summarize the results for hypothesis testing. The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test shows that the application of the practice induces a signifi-
cant decrease in energy consumption (Z=-3.915, p-value=0.00009 ). Thus we
can safely reject the null hypothesis.
Table 3.5: Practice 1: Results of hypothesis testing (energy consumption)
Before After
Median 47.85 35.82
Mean 43.83 35.82
% Diff. -25.1 %
Wilcoxon’s Z -3.915
Cohen’s d -140.206 (large)
Hedges’ g -134.282 (large)
Vargha & Delaney’s A 0 (large)
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Discussion on Practice 1
Before and after the application of the practice, Spearman’s ρ correlation coeffi-
cient calculation returned different results in 15 over 21 pairs of resource–energy
variables at system level (all p-values < αs, see Equation 3.1) and in 88 over 168
pairs of resource–energy variables at resource-level (all p-values < αc, see 3.2).
In Table 3.6 we report all the significant correlation coefficients at system level.
In Table 3.7, for the sake of brevity, we report only the resource-level coefficients
that had a significant variation (∆ρ > 0.4) before and after applying the practice.
Table 3.6: Practice 1: Resource usage analysis at system-level
u P cor(ur0, P0) cor(ur1, P1)
CPUusr Watts 0.673 0.715
CPUsys Watts 0.643 -0.163
CPUidl Watts -0.189 -0.319
CPUwai Watts -0.691 -0.632
CPUsiq Watts 0.108 0.264
DSKread Watts -0.489 0.04
IOread Watts -0.696 -0.688
LOAD1m Watts -0.087 -0.177
LOAD5m Watts -0.079 -0.143
LOAD15m Watts -0.06 -0.092
MEMbuff Watts 0.045 0.127
Table 3.7: Practice 1: Most significant results of resource usage analysis at
component-level
u Pr cor(ur0, Pr0) cor(ur1, Pr1)
CPUusr MB.5V..Watts. 0.043 0.583
CPUsys HDD1.5V..Watts. -0.553 0.156
IOread HDD1.5V..Watts. 0.618 0.177
IOread MEM.12v..Watts. -0.076 -0.628
IOread MB.5V..Watts. -0.07 -0.659
Our hypothesis testing confirms that our first practice, Use efficient queries,
is successful in increasing energy efficiency. However, some additional consid-
erations need to be done. As emerges from Table 3.8, the decrease in power
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consumption is significantly lower than energy, in percentage terms. This indi-
cates that after the application of the practice, there is also an improvement in
performance, which is reasonable due to the missing ORDER BY clause. Indeed,
we report a significant difference in execution time: before the practice, we mea-
sured an average of 257 seconds per query, while after the practice the average
time per query was 200 seconds.
The decrease in power consumption also indicates a different usage of the
resources, as emerges from the results of RQ2: after applying the practice, we can
observe a direct correlation rising between CPU activity and motherboard/disk
consumption, that indicates a more energy-proportional behavior. This behavior
becomes evident when analyzing the relationship between the CPU activity and
the system-level power consumption, as shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Scatter plots of the variables CPUusr and Watts before and after
practice 1 was applied.
Another interesting insight regards the relationship between the I/O operation
and power consumption: before the practice, there was no significant correlation,
while after we observe negative correlation coefficients. This might be due to
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the fact that I/O activity is typically less power–intensive, as the most power
consuming resource, the CPU, is inactive. Applying the practice reduces I/O
activity by removing the ORDER BY clause which translates in less I/O read
and writes, hence the negative impact of I/O over the overall power consumption
is more evident, also due to the reduced execution time. This is also supported
by the enhanced proportionality between energy and memory usage in Table 3.6.
Table 3.8: Practice 1: Effect size analysis (power consumption)
Before After
Median 221.22 214.06
Mean 219.64 213.47
% Diff. -2.81 %
Wilcoxon’s Z -3.468
Cohen’s d -1.775 (large)
Hedges’ g -1.700 (large)
Vargha & Delaney’s A 0.09 (large)
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3.6.2 Practice 2: Put Application to Sleep
Hypothesis Testing
In Table 3.9 we summarize the results for hypothesis testing. The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test shows that the application of the practice induces a signifi-
cant decrease in energy consumption (Z=-3.929, p-value=0.00008 ). Thus we
can safely reject the null hypothesis.
Table 3.9: Practice 2: Results of hypothesis testing (energy consumption)
Before After
Median 24.11 22.06
Mean 24.10 22.06
% Diff. -8.48%
Wilcoxon’s Z -3.929
Cohen’s d -42.069 (large)
Hedges’ g -40.292 (large)
Vargha & Delaney’s A 0 (large)
Discussion on Practice 2
Before and after the application of the practice, Spearman’s ρ correlation coeffi-
cient calculation returned different results in 7 over 21 pairs of resource–energy
variables at system level (all p-values < αs, see 3.1) and in 55 over 168 pairs of
resource–energy variables at resource level (all p-values < αc, see 3.2). In Table
3.10 we report all the significant correlation coefficients at system level. In Table
3.11, for the sake of brevity, we report only the resource-level coefficients that
had a significant variation (∆ρ > 0.4) before and after applying the practice.
The results of hypothesis testing, as for Practice 1, confirm the usefulness
of Practice 2 in improving energy efficiency. That being said, the two practices
affect energy consumption and resource usage in different ways.
First of all, for Practice 2 there is almost no difference in the impact between
energy and power consumption, as shown in Table 3.12. This indicates a less
evident impact on performance: indeed, benchmarks before the practice indicated
an average time per request of 0.210 milliseconds, as opposed to 0.196 milliseconds
after the practice, hence a mere 6% improvement. However, the average energy
consumed per request is 16.89 pWh before the practice and 14.41 pWh after,
with a reduction of 14%. Thus, energy savings are not only due to a shorter
execution time.
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Table 3.10: Practice 2: Results of resource usage analysis at system-level
u P cor(ur0, P0) cor(ur1, P1)
CPUusr Watts 0.691 0.886
CPUsys Watts 0.159 0.761
CPUidl Watts -0.736 -0.905
CPUsiq Watts 0.527 0.423
MEMused Watts -0.727 -0.849
MEMcach Watts -0.43 -0.392
MEMfree Watts 0.596 0.593
Table 3.11: Practice 2: Most significant results of resource usage analysis at
component-level
u Pr cor(ur0, Pr0) cor(ur1, Pr1)
CPUusr CPU1.12V..Watts. 0.144 0.773
CPUusr CPU2.12V..Watts. 0.078 0.8
CPUusr MB.5V..Watts. 0.086 0.631
CPUsys MEM.12v..Watts. 0.117 0.655
CPUidl CPU1.12V..Watts. -0.158 -0.793
CPUidl CPU2.12V..Watts. -0.075 -0.815
CPUidl MB.5V..Watts. -0.095 -0.655
MEMusedCPU1.12V..Watts. -0.111 -0.771
MEMusedCPU2.12V..Watts. -0.103 -0.788
MEMfree CPU1.12V..Watts. 0.072 0.553
MEMfree CPU2.12V..Watts. 0.111 0.55
The correlation analysis shows us clearly that, as for Practice 1, applying
this practice leads to a more energy–proportional behavior, as all CPU–power
coefficients increase (CPUidl represents the time spent by the CPU in idle time,
which is negatively correlated with power, as expected). This phenomenon be-
comes evident by looking at the scatter plot in Figure 3.4.
However, as shown in the box-plot of Figure 3.3, memory (MEM-12V) also
plays an important role: the average energy consumed by the memory amounts
to 5.297 Wh per run, as opposed to the 5.47 and 5.58 Wh consumed by the
two CPUs (CPU1 and CPU2, respectively). This shows that when optimizing
software for energy efficiency, we need to take into account memory usage as
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Energy consumed per resource before (a) and after (b) applying
Practice 2.
Table 3.12: Practice 2: Effect size analysis (power consumption)
Before After
Median 297.06 272.63
Mean 296.62 272.06
% Diff. -8.28%
Wilcoxon’s Z -4.548
Cohen’s d -16.890 (large)
Hedges’ g -16.176 (large)
Vargha & Delaney’s A 0 (large)
well.
3.7 Reflection
In this section, we provide the reader with some reflection points that emerge
from our results.
The first point regards the main outcome of this study: the impact of the
best practices for software energy efficiency. We reported very significant energy
consumption reductions, up to 25%, that show the relevance of this research and
more in general of software energy efficiency. This relevance even increases when
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Figure 3.4: Scatter plots of the variables CPUusr and Watts before and after
practice 2 was applied.
considering emerging contexts such as Cloud Computing and Big Data, where
software applications run in countless instances, hence their energy efficiency be-
comes crucial. Another relevant context is High Performance Computing: as
we approach the so-called Exascale Computing era [123], when the power con-
sumption of HPC systems is predicted to be in the order of tens of MWs, energy
efficiency will be among the top priorities of the sector.
Indeed, the related work we summarized in Section 3.2 reports a number of
findings in heterogeneous contexts, sometimes presented as suggestions/guide-
lines for developers. In this work, we present two best practices, documented
with a structured template [46], and we assess their impact. The template gives
an added value in terms of reusability of the practices, while the characterization
of their impact helps developers in planning for reaching a specific level of energy
efficiency, provided the compatibility of the practice with the application domain
and other possible constraints.
If we look at the impact of software energy efficiency on the software engi-
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neering process, it introduces a new concern that potentially affects all phases of
software development. Reusable best practices guide software architects and de-
velopers in making energy efficient design decisions and implementation choices,
hence ensuring software to be energy efficient in the first place.
Finally, our experimental design and setting represents an important part
of our scientific contribution. A dedicated laboratory environment for assessing
software energy efficiency represents the starting point of a sound methodology for
research in software energy efficiency, as well as a testbench, when software testing
for energy efficiency will be common practice, as it is now for other software
qualities. The tools and analysis methods we adopted fit into a more general,
reusable framework for energy efficiency in software engineering, that we will
further develop in the remainder of this thesis.
3.8 Conclusions
In this contribution, we presented the empirical validation of two best practices
for energy-efficient software development, selected from a collection of practices
elicited from both academic and industrial sources.
For our study we selected two best practices, Put application to sleep and Use
efficient queries, and we applied them on well-known and widely adopted open
source products. This chapter answers RQ 2, namely: “What is the impact of
using best practices for software energy efficiency?” The results of our empiri-
cal experimentation show a significant and consistent impact of adopting both
practices in increasing the energy efficiency of the selected subjects, namely the
Apache WebServer and the MySQL Database Server. A more detailed analysis
also showed that the practices significantly alter the resource usage pattern of
the applications, inducing a more energy-proportional behavior after their appli-
cation.
We have set up a wiki8 to distribute our practices, along with a structured
template for their documentation where we will include the results of our em-
pirical validation, so that practitioners can learn how adopting a practice can
improve the energy efficiency of their product. In the next future, we plan to
set up a regular experimentation activity on all the practices collected so far,
formalizing our current experimental design and incrementally building a gen-
eral framework for empirical research on energy-efficient software. Other future
efforts will be aimed at generalizing the energy-efficient software practices, by ab-
stracting the general concepts behind them and eventually providing automated
refactoring procedures to apply them on existing products. This will speed up
our experimentation and hence increase the amount (and maturity) of evidence
8https://wiki.cs.vu.nl/green_software/index.php/Main_Page
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we can gather through our methodology. For this purpose, we developed a new
approach for empirical experimentation in energy efficiency, that is presented in
Chapter 7. In the next part of the thesis, we will instead analyze how energy
efficiency can be addressed in the early phases of the software life cycle, i.e. the
architectural phase.
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4
Energy Efficiency in Cloud Software
Architectures - A Systematic Literature
Review
In the previous chapters, we focused on how to support developers to increase
the energy efficiency of existing applications. This chapter further elevates the
level of abstraction, by analyzing the architectural implications of addressing en-
ergy efficiency. For this purpose, we look at Cloud-based software architectures.
Although cloud computing is often considered as an energy–efficient technology,
the implications of cloud–based software on energy efficiency lack scientific evi-
dence. At the same time, energy efficiency is becoming a crucial requirement for
cloud service provisioning, as energy costs significantly contribute to the Total
Cost of Ownership of a data center. In this chapter, we present the design and
results of a Systematic Literature Review on energy efficiency in Cloud Software
Architectures. This study provides us the answer to RQ 3a.
4.1 Introduction
Cloud computing infrastructures are often described as an energy-efficient tech-
nology [13]. In principle, improving data center utilization by virtualizing re-
sources is a way to save energy. However, even if it has been proven that cloud
technologies provide benefits in terms of energy savings, this factor is not ade-
quately exploited as an added value for cloud service provisioning.
Nowadays, energy efficiency is starting to be considered as a Service-Level
Objective (SLO), i.e. a specific, measurable characteristic of a service, to be
described as achievement values in Service Level Agreements (SLAs)1. An ex-
1http://www.greenbiz.com/news/2009/01/12/energy-efficiency-new-sla, last visited on
June 12th, 2013
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ample would be: “The energy bill of the client should be reduced by 20% in one
year”. Cloud service providers (CSPs) could benefit from representing energy
efficiency as a SLO. However, in order to offer cloud services, providers rely on
very complex software architectures. It is yet unclear, and possibly unexplored,
what architecture characteristics do to positively or negatively influence energy
efficiency, and if there are explicit or implicit reference architectures that can
help in increasing energy efficiency.
Nowadays, the role of software in energy consumption is widely discussed
among the scientific community, and a number of metrics for software energy
efficiency has been proposed [15]. Our work tries to advance to the next step:
whether it is possible to quantify the effects on energy consumption when adopt-
ing a certain software architecture, and what architectural solutions can be
adopted to increase energy efficiency in cloud-based software.We performed a
Systematic Literature Review (SLR) [63] to investigate the relationship between
cloud-based software architectures and energy efficiency.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 describes our review protocol
in detail. Section 4.3 presents the results of a demographic analysis conducted
on our primary studies. Section 4.4 provides insights about the state–of–the–art
of energy efficiency in cloud software architectures. Section 4.5 gives an overview
of the stakeholders for energy efficiency we identified during our research. In
Section 4.6 we discuss the threats to validity that might affect our study. Section
4.7 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Review Protocol
This study is aimed at answering RQ 3a, namely:
RQ3a. Are there software architectural solutions that address energy efficiency
aspects?
As we stated in Section 4.1, we focus specifically on cloud service provisioning,
and how software architectural solutions can be adopted to achieve Service Level
Objectives on energy efficiency. In order to answer our RQ, we followed a sys-
tematic literature review process. We performed a preliminary analysis of the
research space, and we identified 306 hits (i.e. potentially related studies). We
formulated a review protocol for our study, by defining a search query for aca-
demic databases and inclusion and exclusion criteria. Applying the protocol, we
selected the primary studies for our research. We subsequently classified and
analyzed these studies in order to extract relevant results.
In this section, we extensively describe our protocol, for the sake of repro-
ducibility. All the main components of the protocol will be discussed: search
strategy, study selection, data extraction, data analysis and traceability.
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4.2.1 Search Strategy
We adopted Google Scholar2 as our data source. We defined a query string by
selecting the most appropriate keywords to answer our RQ. We selected five key-
words: “software architecture”, “cloud”, “service”, “SLO”, “energy”. Our query
was defined after different steps, using the results of our preliminary analysis as
pilot to test the coverage of the results. Namely, if one of the studies in our
pilot was not retrieved by the query string, we refined it to add more keywords
(typically, acronyms or alternative spellings, e.g. “service level agreement” vs.
“SLA”.
The final query string was defined as follows:
“software architecture” AND cloud AND service AND “(energy OR power)
efficiency” AND (SLA OR SLO OR “service level“)
The query string was applied to titles, abstract and body of the studies,
to enlarge the scope as much as possible. Our time range for the search went
from 2000 to 2013. This period was chosen considering the relatively recent
development of cloud computing technologies.
4.2.2 Study Selection
In order to select our primary studies, we defined a number of criteria for inclusion
and exclusion. The criteria select papers in terms of their relevance to our RQ, but
also in terms of scientific validity and language. In general, a study is selected if
it fulfills all of the inclusion criteria, and excluded if it fulfills any of the exclusion
criteria. Table 4.1 summarizes the Inclusion–Exclusion Criteria for our review
protocol.
4.2.3 Data Extraction
We used an extraction form in order to retrieve and store relevant information
about each primary study. Besides general information, the form records how
energy efficiency is addressed and which architectural elements were identified in
the presented solution. The extraction form is structured as follows:
• Study Identifier: provides an identifier for the study;
• Study Title: the publication title;
• Study Type: the publication type (i.e. journal article, conference article,
thesis);
2http://scholar.google.com/
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Criterion Rationale
I1 A study that directly proposes soft-
ware architectures, architectural styles or
strategies, or indirectly proposes them
from a service provisioning perspective.
We want to identify how software archi-
tectures affect energy efficiency, thus we
need articles proposing software architec-
tures, or indirectly proposing them from
a service provisioning perspective.
I2 A study that addresses energy effi-
ciency as a quality attribute.
We want to investigate whether energy
efficiency is considered, by providers or
experts, as a quality attribute for cloud
services.
I3 A study that is developed by either of
academics and practitioners.
Both academic and industrial solutions
are relevant to this study.
I4 A study that is published in software
engineering/cloud computing field.
Software engineering is our reference
field, but cloud computing research can
provide us an insight on what trends are
set in terms of software architectures for
cloud.
I5 A study that is peer-reviewed. A peer-reviewed paper guarantees a cer-
tain level of quality and contains reason-
able amount of content.
I6 A study that is written in English. For feasibility reasons papers written in
other languages than English are ex-
cluded.
E1 A study that does not propose soft-
ware solutions for energy efficiency.
Traditionally, energy efficiency has been
regarded as an hardware issue. We want
to drive past this assumption and ad-
dress the software impact of power con-
sumption.
E2 A study that does not imply any type
of service provisioning.
We are not interested in solutions that
generally increase the energy efficiency
of a datacenter, without having in mind
how to provide an energy-efficient service
to a customer.
E3 A study that does not consider energy
efficiency as a primary quality attribute.
We are not interested in studies that con-
sider energy efficiency a secondary con-
cern.
E4 A study that does not aim at opti-
mizing the energy efficiency of the cloud
computing infrastructure.
Mobile devices often leverage cloud ser-
vices by oﬄoading computation tasks, in
order to increase their battery life. Al-
though this is an energy efficiency im-
provement, it is not relevant for the en-
ergy efficiency of the cloud computing
infrastructure, thus we want to exclude
these solutions from our study.
Table 4.1: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria.
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• How energy efficiency is addressed: a brief summary of how the pre-
sented solution addresses the energy efficiency of the cloud infrastructure;
• Main architectural elements: the main software elements of the solu-
tion.
• Stakeholders: stakeholders mentioned in the study that can be affected
or involved in the architectural solution presented.
• Validation: whether the proposed solution has been validated in an Aca-
demic or Industrial setting, or no validation was performed. The validation
is considered Academic when the article has been validated through a simu-
lation or a test-bed. The validation is considered Industrial when the article
reports a real case study (i.e. the proposed solution is already implemented
in a software product).
4.2.4 Data Analysis
Our RQ investigates how cloud software architectures deal with energy efficiency
issues. The aim of an SLR is to ”identify, analyze and interpret all available
evidence related to a specific research question” [64]. Hence, we do not aim
at directly providing new reusable solutions or patterns, but rather we aim at
classifying the existing body of knowledge in a systematic way.
To elicit this information, we adopted coding. Coding is a qualitative research
method, commonly used in social sciences, that interprets data and organizes it
in categories or families, using codes, i.e. words or short phrases. Coding allows
to capture the fundamental information of qualitative data in a systematic way,
and enables us to link it and discover patterns and trends [108].
Our first step was an exploratory study of the selected contributions, in order
to define an initial set of codes (or “start-list” [84]). The start-list was built
by analyzing reference literature in software architecture [12][55][96][27]. We
arranged our codes in a conceptual three-level structure, shown in Figure 4.1 and
defined as follows:
• Strategy : the high-level approach through which a software solution ad-
dresses energy efficiency;
• Technique: the instantiation, or enactment, of a strategy through a specific
technical approach;
• Component : an individual architectural component that plays a defined
role in the application of a technique.
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual structure of our codes.
The concept of architectural strategy [60], technique (or tactic) [12] and com-
ponent [40] are very well known foundational concepts of software architecture
and they are familiar to practitioners and experts in the field. By adopting this
conceptual structure, we aim at communicating our findings more effectively to
software architects.
Finally, our primary studies were iteratively analyzed by two researchers in-
dependently, refining the list at every iteration until general and unambiguous
codes were identified.
4.2.5 Traceability
We recorded the reference information of the studies using JabRef3, a software
tool for reference management. JabRef manages references in BibTeX and many
other formats, and also allows to link and embed full-texts. For every step of
the review process, a different JabRef database file was created that contained
the references of the studies analyzed in that step. Moreover, we used an Excel
sheet to report the matching of the inclusion/exclusion criteria and the stage of
the decision (title, abstract or full-text checking) for each study. As regards the
traceability of our analysis, whenever a code was identified in a primary study
we annotated the corresponding section of the full-text of the contribution. In
this way, the systematic mapping we performed can be verified by independent
reviewers. All the material is available on request.
4.3 Demographic Analysis
In Table 4.4 we present the results of the application of our review protocol. The
search query of Section 4.2 identified 149 initial results in the Google Scholar
3http://jabref.sourceforge.net/, last visited on January 29th, 2014.
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database. Then we went through the primary study selection process, divided into
three phases: first, we checked the title against our inclusion/exclusion criteria,
then we checked the abstract and finally the full-text. At each step, we were able
to exclude a number of studies from our initial set and we finally ended up with
26 primary studies. Tables 4.2, 4.3 present the list of the primary studies we
identified during our SLR.
Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of our primary studies over time. It can
be noted that the topic of energy efficiency in cloud service provisioning has
become a concern in the past couple of years, as our primary studies have been
mostly published starting from 2011. This distribution is coherent with the cloud
computing hype cycle documented by Gartner [120]: in 2011 cloud computing
was on top of the “Peak of Inflated Expectations”. This reflects the growth of
publications on cloud computing in 2011 that we can observe in Figure 4.2. No
primary studies were identified in 2013: however, this is most likely due to the fact
that when the search was performed (June 2013) many contributions published
in the first months of the year were probably not indexed yet.
The distribution of the type of the articles is as follows:
• 11 journal articles;
• 12 conference articles;
• 3 PhD theses.
Figure 4.2: Number of primary studies selected per year.
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Table 4.2: Overview of the primary studies.
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Table 4.3: Overview of the primary studies.
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Step Removed Remaining
Initial search results N/A 149
Title checking 10 139
Abstract checking 78 61
Full-text checking 35 26
Table 4.4: Overview of the selection process.
Figure 4.3: Cloud Computing hype cycle, 2011 [120].
As regards the validation of the solutions presented in the primary studies,
we found that:
• 14 studies present an Academic validation;
• 2 studies present an Industrial validation;
• 10 studies do not validate the presented solution.
This testifies the low level of maturity of this topic. The lack of industrial
validation indicates that the state-of-the-practice of energy efficiency in cloud
software architectures has still to be determined.
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4.4 Energy Efficiency in Software Architectures
Our results provide many insights on how energy efficiency is addressed by soft-
ware architectures. As introduced in Section 4.2.4, results have been classified in
terms of Strategies, Techniques and Components.
4.4.1 Strategies
We identified three strategies in the primary studies, namely:
• Energy Monitoring: this strategy is identified when some components of
the software architecture of the presented solution are devoted at monitor-
ing energy consumption;
• Self Adaptation: this strategy is identified when some components of
the software architecture of the presented solution enable the possibility of
adapting the software behaviour in order to increase energy efficiency;
• Cloud Federation: this strategy is identified when the software archi-
tecture of the presented solution comprehends the possibility to “lease” or
“negotiate” the usage of cloud services from other providers according to
energy consumption requirements.
The following list enumerates the occurrences of the different strategies and
their combinations among the articles. A graphical overview is shown in Figure
4.4.
• Energy Monitoring (alone): identified in 1 primary study.
• Self-Adaptation (alone): identified in 11 primary studies.
• Cloud Federation (alone): identified in 3 primary studies.
• Energy Monitoring + Self-Adaptation: identified in 8 primary studies.
• Energy Monitoring + Cloud Federation: absent.
• Self-Adaptation + Cloud Federation: identified in 1 primary study.
• Energy Monitoring + Self-Adaptation + Cloud Federation: identified in 2
primary studies.
Among the three architectural strategies we identified, Self-Adaptation is the
most adopted (i.e. identified 21 times). Energy Monitoring is almost never
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of strategy combinations among the primary studies.
adopted in isolation, but most of the time (i.e. 10 out of 11 studies) it is com-
bined with Self-Adaptation, as emerges from Figure 4.4. This suggests that En-
ergy Monitoring techniques are usually adopted as enablers for Self-Adaptation
techniques, providing necessary information to drive the adaptation process. The
low adoption of Cloud Federation techniques might be due to the fact that multi-
cloud environments are still uncommon, mostly due to standardization and secu-
rity concerns [35, 16].
4.4.2 Techniques
For each strategy, we identified a number of techniques, through which the strat-
egy is enacted. In Figure 4.5 we show the distribution of the techniques among
the primary studies. A more detailed description can be found in Table 4.5. As
for strategies, techniques are not applied in isolation: in all primary studies, more
than one technique per study is applied.
From Figure 4.5 a clear trend emerges: Consolidation and Workload Schedul-
ing are by far the most adopted techniques (i.e. identified 11 and 18 times of
26 studies, respectively). Both of these techniques are very popular in cloud
systems also for performance purposes, so this result is realistic and not surpris-
ing. Another interesting finding is that many techniques exhibit dependencies
between each other. For example, we observed that scheduling algorithms or VM
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of techniques among the primary studies.
allocation processes are typically driven by components responsible for monitor-
ing the infrastructure/system energy consumption. This implies that Workload
Scheduling and Consolidation techniques depend on Metering and/or other En-
ergy Monitoring techniques. Another dependency lies between the two Cloud
Federation techniques: Service Adaptation needs an Energy Broker in order to
retrieve the energy information of services and perform the service switching.
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Table 4.5: Overview of the identified architectural techniques for energy efficiency.
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4.4.3 Components
For each strategy, we identified the software architecture components primarily
responsible for its implementation. In Figure 4.6 we present their distribution
among the primary studies. A more detailed description can be found in Table
4.6. The relationship between components and techniques is many–to–many: a
technique uses a number of components and each component can be used in more
than one technique.
Figure 4.6: Distribution of components among the primary studies.
The high frequency of Workload Scheduling and Consolidation techniques is
also reflected in terms of components, as shown in Figure 4.6: as expected, the
Workload Scheduler and the VM Allocator are the second and third most fre-
quent component identified (i.e. 14 and 13 times out of 26 studies, respectively).
There are cases in which the component is found outside of its most typical tech-
nique: that is because in those cases, the component plays a role that does not
implement that technique. For example, in [30] the VM Allocator is not used in
a Consolidation technique but rather in a particular case of a Scaling technique.
The high number of occurrences of the SLA Violation Checker is one of our
key findings. In particular, they are present in both of the primary studies that
received an industrial validation. This suggests that the trade-off between energy
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efficiency and other software quality aspects appears to be a major architectural
concern. In particular, it is relevant to notice the difference between the Internal
and External component: the Internal SLA Violation Checker monitors the ful-
fillment of the SLAs when performing Self-Adaptation techniques (i.e. Scaling,
Consolidation or Workload Scheduling) so it typically has to pose constraints to
the internal adaptation process. The External SLA Violation Checker instead
enforces that when negotiating services between different providers, the resulting
service composition matches the required quality of service for a certain task.
That is, the External SLA Violation Checker poses constraints to the service
composition process.
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Strategy Components Role Occ. References
Energy Monitoring
Energy Dashboard Provides users or managers with soft-
ware energy consumption information.
4 [21] [26] [36]
[59]
Energy Database Stores energy consumption informa-
tion.
5 [129] [21] [26]
[59] [90]
Energy Indicators “Rate” or classify software behaviour,
or provide real-time metrics upon en-
ergy consumption.
4 [28] [31] [36]
[59]
Energy Collectors Retrieve and collect energy informa-
tion from hardware or software sensors.
7 [21] [26] [28]
[36] [59] [90]
[141]
Energy Communi-
cation Bus
Provide a common interface for collec-
tors to the energy database.
3 [21] [26] [59]
Energy Model Estimate or predict the power con-
sumption of a software application in
real-time.
6 [28] [30] [31]
[43] [90] [141]
Energy Monitor Monitor the energy consumption of (a
part of) the software system.
4 [28] [31] [90]
[141]
Self-Adaptation
Adaptation En-
gine/Optimizer
Find an optimal solution to an objec-
tive function modeling the energy effi-
ciency of the system.
12 [129] [22] [28]
[43] [49] [50]
[53] [59] [67]
[80] [141] [142]
Workload Sched-
uler
Define, schedule and assign workloads
to computational units.
14 [129] [22] [36]
[43] [49] [50]
[53] [59] [67]
[80] [112] [140]
[141] [142]
Scale Unit A defined set of IT resources that rep-
resents a certain scaling level.
1 [106]
Queue Organize items (services, VMs, jobs) in
different orders of priority according to
energy consumption.
3 [30] [80] [115]
VM Allocator In virtualized environments, migrate
and displace VMs on servers.
13 [129] [21] [106]
[30] [31] [49]
[59] [67] [91]
[112] [140] [141]
[142]
Internal SLA vio-
lation checker
Check and ensure the fulfillment of
SLAs (NOTE: in this case the checker
evaluates the violation of internal ser-
vices towards external clients).
15 [22] [106] [28]
[30] [31] [43]
[49] [50] [53]
[59] [67] [91]
[80] [141] [142]
Cloud Federation
Energy broker Provides access to energy efficient ser-
vices.
3 [36] [39] [132]
Energy Orchestra-
tor
In SOA contexts, switch services in
case of relevant differences in their en-
ergy efficiency.
3 [132] [139] [140]
Green Service
Directory
Provides a listing of all available ser-
vices with energy consumption infor-
mation.
1 [39]
External SLA
violation checker
Check and ensure the fulfillment of
SLAs (NOTE: in this case the checker
evaluates the violation of external ser-
vices towards internal clients).
3 [31] [36] [132]
Table 4.6: Overview of software components for energy efficiency.
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4.5 Stakeholder Overview
An important part of our data analysis focuses on the stakeholders that could
have been affected or interested by the architectural solution introduced in the
primary studies. Our aim is to identify stakeholders for energy efficiency, whose
concerns can be targeted as an architectural concern. In Table 4.7 we show the
stakeholders we identified, along with their definition and the criteria behind
their identification. They are mentioned with the following frequency:
• End-User : mentioned in 6 primary studies.
• Service Provider : mentioned in 10 primary studies.
• System Architect : mentioned in 13 primary studies.
• Infrastructure Manager : mentioned in 12 primary studies.
Stakeholder Definition Identification Criteria Occ. References
End User The actual user
of the Cloud
service.
The proposed architectural so-
lution has a visible impact on
the service presented to the
end user.
6 [26] [36] [39]
[59] [132] [141]
Service
Provider
The provider of
the Cloud ser-
vice.
The proposed architectural so-
lution explicitly monitors the
SLAs fulfillment.
10 [129] [28] [31]
[36] [53] [90]
[91] [132] [141]
[142]
System Archi-
tect
The main re-
sponsible of the
system design
[85].
The proposed architectural so-
lution implies an intervention
on the business logic of the
software system (e.g., invasive
monitoring, auto-scaling appli-
cations...)
13 [129] [21] [26]
[106] [28] [36]
[59] [43] [67]
[132] [139] [140]
[141]
Infrastructure
Manager
The respon-
sible for the
optimal use
of system
resources.
The proposed architectural so-
lution implies only an internal
reorganization of the comput-
ing resources (e.g., consolida-
tion)
12 [22] [30] [49]
[50] [53] [80]
[90] [91] [112]
[115] [140] [142]
Table 4.7: Overview of the identified stakeholders for energy efficiency.
From these numbers, we can observe that Infrastructure Managers and System
Architects are, as expected, the most involved by the solutions identified in the
primary studies. However, we also notice that End Users are the least involved.
This implies that the End User is less aware of the benefits that the solution brings
in terms of energy efficiency. Increasing user awareness could instead justify a
trade-off between energy efficiency and other crucial quality attributes for the
End User (such as performance or usability).
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4.6 Threats to Validity
The evidence reported in our work is not immune to validity threats. With
respect to the classification done by Wohlin et al. [137], we identify two types of
threats, regarding internal and external validity.
As regards internal validity, the main threat concerns the effectiveness of our
search strategy, as we chose to use only the Google Scholar search engine instead
of multiple bibliographic databases. This choice was done after interviewing
experts in the field of SLRs in SE. Google Scholar has substantially improved its
coverage in the last few years [143] and it is now regarded as an appropriate and
comprehensive source [7]. An additional bonus is that this choice simplified the
implementation of our search, allowing us to focus more on data extraction and
analysis.
Another concern to internal validity regards the selection process of the pri-
mary studies, as it was carried out by a single researcher. This might have
introduced subjective bias in the process. To mitigate those risks, we carefully
defined our inclusion/exclusion criteria, to make them as objective as possible.
Moreover, the selection process was also carried out in multiple steps (title, ab-
stract and full-text checking) to reduce misinterpretations to a minimum. We
adopted a conservative approach, so we are more prone to Type I errors (i.e.
false positives) rather than Type II (i.e. false negatives, exclusion of relevant
studies).
The main threat to external validity is to be found in the data analysis phase.
We adopted a coding technique to classify the architectural concepts extracted
from the primary studies. As coding is a qualitative analysis method, it may be
affected by interpretation bias of the individual researcher. To mitigate this risk,
the coding process was performed independently by two different researchers, and
the resulting lists of codes were merged upon discussion and agreement.
Most of our primary studies present solutions that were never validated in an
industrial setting: some of them were validated in academic contexts, through
simulation or other similar techniques, while others were not validated at all.
Assessing the efficacy of these solutions in tackling energy efficiency issues is out
of the scope of this SLR. Nevertheless, we have to consider the lack of validation
as a threat to external validity, because it might affect the generalization of
our findings. To mitigate this threat, we described the identified architectural
concepts in a structured taxonomy, grounded in literature, along with a definition
for each concept, hence reducing their specificity to a minimum. This will allow to
apply these concepts in real-world case studies, where the impact of our findings
on the energy efficiency of software architectures will be properly assessed.
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4.7 Conclusions
As data centers are major power consumers, energy efficiency has become a pri-
mary issue for cloud service providers. In this context, both the hardware config-
uration and the software architecture of the cloud computing infrastructure must
be carefully designed in order to accommodate power consumption constraints.
In this chapter, we report the results of a systematic literature review that
answers RQ 3a, namely: “Are there software architectural solutions that address
energy efficiency aspects?” Our search resulted in 26 primary studies, mostly
published in the last 3 years, each describing a software solution for energy ef-
ficiency. Through a coding process, we were able to structure these software
solutions in terms of strategies, techniques and components. These concepts
provide a common ground for architects to describe, analyze and design energy
efficient software solutions.
We identified 3 main strategies: Energy Monitoring, Self-Adaptation and
Cloud Federation. It emerged that Self-Adaptation is the most adopted strategy
to achieve energy efficiency. However, Cloud Federation will need much more re-
search in the future, due to the diffusion of multi-cloud environments and the need
of optimizing the usage of Cloud infrastructures. Regardless of the adopted strat-
egy, fulfilling SLAs constitutes a major concern for software architects. Trade-offs
between energy efficiency and other quality attributes are to be further investi-
gated, in order to predict the impact of energy efficient solutions on other service
aspects.
We also investigated the stakeholders mentioned in our primary studies. Our
results indicate that End-Users are the least involved, which also implies they
are less aware of what software does to reduce its energy consumption. Given
the massive scale of diffusion of software and services, even a small improvement
could contribute greatly. Hence, increasing user awareness could lead to both
environmental and economic benefits, as also pointed out by the European Com-
mission in the Horizon 2020 Framework4. More research is needed to investigate
what to communicate to the user, and how [73].
This chapter gives a comprehensive analysis of the state-of-the-art in energy-
efficient cloud software architectures. In the next chapter, we will extract from
these results reusable software solutions for designing energy efficient software
systems.
4http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/
h2020/topics/2360-ee-10-2014.html
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5
A Catalog of Green Architectural Tactics
for the Cloud
In the previous chapter, we analyzed the literature and elicited a set of techniques
for addressing energy efficiency in cloud-based software architectures. In this
chapter we codify these techniques in the form of Green Architectural Tactics.
These tactics will help architects extend their design reasoning towards energy
efficiency and to apply reusable solutions for greener software. This contribution
answers RQ 3b.
5.1 Introduction
As the adoption of cloud computing technologies continues to grow, the need
for energy-efficient solutions becomes evident. Cloud-based software holds great
potential for energy efficiency: a recent study [82] showed that migrating all
business applications in the U.S. to the cloud could reduce their energy footprint
by 87%. A previous work [45] started to analyze the cost and energy benefits of
data migration to the cloud.
However, this transition to the cloud is not an easy task. Cloud-based software
must be appropriately designed to address energy efficiency, which is typically not
the case for traditional business applications. If these applications are abruptly
migrated, it is highly likely that the resulting energy waste would significantly
outweigh the expected benefits.
In the previous chapter, we presented the results a Systematic Literature Re-
view (SLR) on software architectural solutions for cloud-based software that ad-
dressed energy efficiency-related issues. The SLR identified a number of recurring
techniques that were potentially reusable in other solutions. In this chapter, we
codify these techniques in the form of Green Architectural Tactics. These tactics
can be adopted by software architects and developers during the design and de-
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velopment of cloud-based software systems or the refactoring of existing business
applications for cloud migration. This contribution will support decision-making
when dealing with energy efficiency aspects of cloud-based software architectures.
The chapter is structured as follows: in Section 5.2 we present similar ap-
proaches and efforts that address energy efficiency as an architectural concern.
Section 5.3 introduces energy efficiency as a quality attribute. In Section 5.4
the Green Architectural Tactics are presented and described with application
examples extracted from the literature. Section 5.5 discusses the architectural
implications of energy efficiency. Finally, Section 5.6 presents our strategy for
evaluating the impact of the Tactics and Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Related Work
While a steadily growing scientific body is being built on green software engineer-
ing [20], most research focuses on estimating or measuring power consumption
at the system- or source-code level, without suggesting ways to actually develop
energy-aware software (e.g. [45, 82]). Very little research has been carried out
in studying energy efficiency at the software architecture level, neither in gen-
eral nor for cloud-based software. Some preliminary investigations go back to
the work of Rangaraj & Bahsoon [103], who used market-based economics the-
ory to define a framework for optimizing power consumption in energy-unaware
software architectures at runtime. Bahsoon then planned to apply the same
approach to cloud architectures [6]. In [113], Seo et al. come closer to our ob-
jective by defining a framework that estimates the energy consumption of three
distributed system architectural styles. Their goal is to evaluate the most appro-
priate architectural style before implementation. Te Brinke et al.[124] propose a
design method to extend modules with energy optimizers. Although Rangaraj
and Bahsoon agree with us in considering architecture the right abstraction level
for addressing energy-related concerns [103], no work so far has provided sup-
port for architects to actually design software architectures that address energy
efficiency upfront.
For software system architectures the story is not that different. For exam-
ple, energy efficiency in mobile computing is a widely addressed topic because
of battery limitations of mobile devices [33]. Cyber-foraging, a form of mobile
cloud computing in which mobile devices oﬄoad expensive computation to more
powerful servers in the cloud, is a common strategy for saving battery power
on mobile devices [109]. However, it is not uncommon for literature on cyber-
foraging to refer to the cloud as having infinite resources; which means that no
reusable cyber-foraging strategies have been defined yet for architecting energy-
aware software systems that address the energy efficiency of the system as a
whole.
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That being said, there are some existing tools that can be used to imple-
ment tactics for energy efficiency in Cloud-based software. Amazon Web Services
(AWS), for example, provides an Auto Scaling1 feature that scales the capacity
of VM instances (EC2, Elastic Compute Cloud) elastically depending on user-
defined conditions. In addition, Amazon also provides CloudWatch2, a Web
Service that monitors several metrics of the EC2 instances that can be used to
trigger Scaling operations. These tools can be used to implement either Energy
Monitoring or Self-Adaptation tactics for energy efficiency, later described in this
chapter.
5.3 Energy Efficiency as a Quality Attribute
According to Bass et al. [12], energy efficiency is to be regarded as a “system”
quality attribute because it is the result of an indirect action of software. How-
ever, Bass et al. also argue that the line between “software” and “system” quality
attributes is very thin. In the end, even if energy is ultimately consumed by hard-
ware, it is software that determines hardware behavior. In order to provide a clear
representation of energy efficiency as a quality attribute, we follow the approach
adopted by Bass et al. [12] and characterize energy efficiency through quality
attribute scenarios. Each scenario is described in terms of six characteristics:
• Stimulus. An event that motivates an action concerning energy efficiency.
• Source of Stimulus. The entity that triggered the event.
• Environment. The set of circumstances under which the scenario takes
place.
• Artifact. The element of the system that is stimulated by the event.
• Response. The action to be performed in response to the event.
• Response Measure. The metric that determines if the response is satisfac-
tory.
We grouped our Green Architectural Tactics in three categories and formulated
a scenario for each category (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2). In all the scenarios, the
response measure is energy consumption values. In the following section, we
describe the identified scenarios for each category, as well as the elicited Green
Architectural Tactics.
1http://aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/
2http://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
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Table 5.1: Quality Attribute scenarios for Energy Efficiency
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5.4 Green Architectural Tactics
In the previous chapter we identified a set of recurring design solutions, described
in the literature, to achieve energy efficiency in cloud-based software architec-
tures. In this work, we codified these solutions as tactics – that is, “design
decisions that influence the achievement of a quality attribute response” [12].
Each tactic is described in terms of:
• Motivation: rationale behind the tactic.
• Description: components introduced by the tactic and their roles.
• Constraints: necessary conditions for applying the tactic in an existing
software architecture.
• Example: previous application of the tactic.
• Dependencies: whether the tactic requires other tactics to be applied.
In the following, we describe the identified scenarios for each category, as well as
an example of a Green Architectural Tactic.
5.4.1 Energy Monitoring
A typical scenario for energy efficiency that involves Energy Monitoring is the
following: the system administrator of a cloud-based system wants to know the
energy consumption of its infrastructure during operations. The Energy Monitor
gathers the energy consumption information and presents it to the administrator.
The tactics in this category are targeted at monitoring the energy consump-
tion of the cloud infrastructure. These tactics are often combined with tactics
from other categories; Self-Adaptation in particular because information from
monitoring components is typically used to trigger adaptive mechanisms.
Table 5.2: Overview of Energy Efficiency Tactics
Category Tactics
Energy Monitoring
Metering
Static Classification
Modeling
Self-Adaptation
Scaling Down
Consolidation
Workload Scheduling
Cloud Federation
Energy Brokering
Service-Adaptation
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Metering
Motivation. Instrumenting a data center with power metering devices is becoming
common practice3. The market is flooded with many different models of power
meters with enhanced capabilities (e.g., wireless communications, high sampling
frequencies, data analysis features). Many devices come with built-in sensors and
tools to monitor power consumption in real-time. The Metering tactic enables to
effectively use the information provided by these devices.
Description. The Metering tactic consists of collecting power metering informa-
tion from the hardware through dedicated software components called Energy
Collectors. Collectors are usually in a many-to-many relationship with physical
power meters. These Collectors share information via an Energy Communication
Bus (ECB) that provides a common interface for energy information. In addition,
the energy consumption information is stored in a dedicated Energy Database
that can have different levels of granularity. Finally, a GUI component called
an Energy Dashboard provides graphical representations of energy information
along with useful reporting for both cloud service providers and customers.
Constraints. The main limitation of this tactic is the need for a physical metering
infrastructure, which can be costly in the case of large data centers. In addition,
the granularity of the information gathered and shared by the metering process
has to be tuned accordingly in order to avoid information overload.
Example. An example of how to apply the Metering tactic is shown in the Com-
patibleOne project [21]. CompatibleOne is a cloud resource management soft-
ware that allows the creation of hybrid cloud platforms through the aggregation
of services from different cloud providers. In this context, an Energy Monitor-
ing framework was developed to monitor the energy consumption of each cloud
provider participating in the platform for subsequent energy billing and environ-
mental impact evaluation. Several power meters and probes are supported by
the framework. As shown in Figure 5.1a, starting from the hardware layer at
the bottom of the figure, the power consumption data flows from the physical
resources through the probes. A Collecting Daemon, of type Energy Collector,
retrieves the data through the GetValue interface of the probes. This data is
then converted into XML format and stored in a BerkeleyDB database (Energy
Database). Another software component, a DatabaseDaemon that acts as an
Energy Communication Bus, provides access to the database to HTML and PHP
front-ends (Energy Dashboard) through an Open Cloud Computing Interface, a
standard set of specifications for cloud computing providers. Finally, the front-
ends present the information to the system administrators.
3http://bit.ly/1yq1jrq, last visited on October 1st, 2013.
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Figure 5.1: A. Example of the Metering tactic. B. Example of the Static Classi-
fication tactic.
Static Classification
Motivation. A cloud infrastructure is typically composed of many heterogeneous
IT devices. Direct energy consumption monitoring of each one of these devices
might be infeasible because the physical machines might be external to the orga-
nization of the cloud software provider. The Static Classification tactic provides
a solution to estimate the power consumption of the infrastructure when meter-
ing information is unavailable.
Description. This tactic consists of classifying the different resources in terms
of energy efficiency through the use of Energy Indicators. This classification is
static, i.e., not based on on-line, real-time information, but rather on technical
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specifications and characteristics of the devices themselves. To some extent, the
Energy Indicators share an analogy with the Energy Labels4 designed by the EU
to classify the energy efficiency of appliances.
Constraints. Unfortunately, hardware vendors not always disclose energy con-
sumption specifications of their products. In addition, this tactic is not applica-
ble to any operation that requires an on-line analysis of software behavior on a
fixed physical platform.
Example. An example of this tactic can be seen in the GEYSERS EU project
[129]. The context is a multi-layered software architecture for dynamic cloud
service provisioning in which the Physical Infrastructure Layer (PIL) is decou-
pled from the Logical Infrastructure Composition Layer (LICL). One of the goals
of the project is the selection of the “greenest” physical resources, based on
Static Classification, to create energy-efficient Virtual Infrastructures (VIs). The
example is described in the component diagram in Figure 5.1b: the PR Configu-
rator takes as input the technical specifications of physical resources and assigns
“Energy Saving Indicators” (ESIs), of type Energy Indicator, to created Virtual
Resources. Subsequently, the VI Creator component in the LICL composes Vir-
tual Resources into VIs, using the ESIs to prioritize the selection of the resources.
Finally, the LICL exposes the services provided by the VIs to the upper layers of
the architecture.
Modeling
Motivation. In order to implement self-adaptive mechanisms it is necessary to
have near-real-time energy consumption information. This enables the modifica-
tion of software behavior according to how much energy the system is actually
consuming. When metering systems are unavailable, the Modeling tactic is a
viable option.
Description. The Modeling tactic enables a dynamic estimation of power con-
sumption values through predictive Energy Models. These Models are embedded
in Energy Indicators, similar to those in the Static Classification tactic. However,
these Energy Indicators do not statically classify physical resources, but rather
provide a dynamic estimation of the power consumption of the software compo-
nents. Typically, Energy Models are built through regression analysis based on
software runtime metrics, i.e. resource usage (CPU, disk, memory) [104].
Constraints. The limitation of this tactic lies in the accuracy of the software
Energy Models. To date, many models and tools are available to estimate soft-
ware energy consumption but their accuracy varies greatly based on the selected
hardware platform. In addition, not all hardware resources are good predictors of
energy consumption; identifying the best predictors is still an issue for researchers
4http://www.newenergylabel.com/index.php, last accessed on September 18, 2013.
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Figure 5.2: A. Example of the Modeling tactic. B. Example of the Scaling Down
tactic.
in the field.
Example. A prototype showing the application of this tactic is provided by de
Oliveira et al. [28]. The context is a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) applied
to a cloud infrastructure. As shown in Figure 5.2a, for each service of the SOA,
the Operating System of each physical node provides service-related Resource
Usage Data (in the case of the example, CPU, memory and disk [28]). A linear
Energy Model retrieves this data and estimates the power consumption impact
of each service. The estimation is modeled into a Green Performance Indicator
(GPI), of type Energy Indicator. Each GPI describes a service in terms of energy
efficiency.
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5.4.2 Self-Adaptation
The Self-Adaptation scenario for energy efficiency starts from the Energy Monitor
that reports an alert of excessive energy consumption while the system is not fully
loaded. In response, the Cloud Hypervisor (i.e. the Virtual Machine Monitor
[99]) migrates some of the VMs to less-loaded servers so that it can shut down
the resulting idle servers.
Tactics in this category implement mechanisms that modify runtime soft-
ware configurations for the specific purpose of lowering energy consumption. In
cloud-based environments Self-Adaptation mostly concerns the configuration, de-
ployment, and workload of Virtual Machines (VMs).
Scaling Down
Motivation. One of the key features of cloud computing is the ability to provide
resources on demand. When more resources are needed to satisfy incoming re-
quests, the cloud infrastructure allocates more physical resources to VMs (scaling
up or vertical scaling). However, the opposite mechanism should also be in place:
when a decrease in demand occurs VMs must be appropriately scaled down in
order to avoid energy waste. The Scaling Down tactic describes how to design
this mechanism.
Description. An important component of this tactic is the Scale Unit, i.e., a
pre-defined “block of IT resources” [106] explicitly modeled as a software compo-
nent. Modeling Scale Units is useful for planning the scaling operations because
it defines a finite number of configurations for the VMs. Thus, it is possible to as-
sociate each configuration with a particular level of demand or system load. The
Adaptation Engine is the component that performs the Scaling operation; this
role is typically played by the Hypervisor. Another key component is the SLA
Violation Checker. During the Scaling operation the fulfillment of established
service-level objectives must be ensured at all times. This component performs
the needed checks and accordingly allows or disallows the Adaptation Engine to
perform the Scaling.
Constraints. Scaling is a complex operation that requires careful planning and
continuous monitoring. The main challenge is determining the right amount of
resources that define a Scale Unit. This implies the prediction of expected levels
of demand, which is not an easy task especially in large-scale cloud service pro-
visioning.
Example. A possible implementation of the Scaling Down tactic is provided by
Xu et al. [141]. As illustrated in Figure 5.2b, each Virtual Resource is configured
by the Adaptation Engine, realized by the Effector and the Scheme Planner. The
Effector actively executes the scaling of the Virtual Resources, by a number of
Scale Units determined by the Scheme Planner that evaluates the current VM
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configuration considering the requirements of the system. In this example, Scale
Units are modeled in terms of assigned virtual processors (vCPUs) and memory
size (memoryGB). The Virtual Resources are used by the Cloud Application that
exposes its service-level metrics via a REST API (SL Metrics). The CApp SLA
Manager, of type SLA Violation Checker, monitors those metrics to ensure that
service-level objectives are met. If necessary, the CApp SLA Manager issues a
notification to the Scheme Planner to scale up the Virtual Resources again.
Dependencies. The Scaling Down tactic requires some sort of Energy Monitoring
tactic for the Adaptation Engine to decide whether or not to perform scaling
operations. In the previous example a Metering tactic is implemented by Sensors
(Energy Collectors) that collect energy-related metrics; a Monitoring Center (En-
ergy Monitor) that records, filters and audits the data provided by the sensors;
and a Knowledge Base (Energy Database) where energy consumption information
is stored.
Consolidation
Motivation. As mentioned earlier, on-demand resource provisioning is an impor-
tant feature of cloud-based environments. Adding resources to a single VM may
not always be the best option. For example in cloud application server provi-
sioning5 creating new VM instances may provide additional flexibility and help
to perform load balancing among servers. This is called horizontal scaling (or
scaling out). This operation, however, may easily lead to inefficient usage of phys-
ical resources if the density of VMs across the physical servers is not accurately
managed in low-request phases. Indeed, the Consolidation tactic concentrates
the VM instances on the minimum number of servers needed. Powering down
the unused servers will evidently increase the energy efficiency of the cloud-based
software.
Description. The main component of the Consolidation tactic is the VM Alloca-
tor, the software component responsible for live VM migration. This component
can be (a part of) the Hypervisor, as in the Adaptation Engine in the Scaling
tactic. The SLA Violation Checker is needed as well to check the fulfillment of
service-level objectives after VM migrations.
Constraints. Consolidation must take place at runtime. This means that VMs
must be represented in a format that allows them to be seamlessly migrated from
one location to another, along with their context, workload, and metadata. This
may introduce high network traffic and security risks.
Example. Dupont et al. [31] provide a sample implementation of the Consol-
idation tactic, depicted in Figure 5.3a. The Power Calculator, of type Energy
5http://www.enterprisenetworkingplanet.com/netos/article.php/3753836/
Practical-VM-Architecture-How-Do-You-Scale.htm, last visited on Oct. 2013
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Figure 5.3: A. Example of the Consolidation tactic. B. Example of the Workload
Scheduling tactic.
Model, provides a power consumption estimation to the CP Engine, of type
SLA Violation Checker. The CP Engine formulates a constraint programming
problem using the constraints extracted from the SLAs in XML format (SLA-
ConstraintsXML). The CP engine then solves the problem and the Optimizer (of
type VM Allocator) produces a VM allocation scheme by applying the solution
to the Virtual Resources.
Dependencies. The presence of the Power Calculator indicates a dependency on
the Modeling tactic: as shown in Figure 5.3a, the Power Calculator is an instance
of an Energy Model.
Workload Scheduling
Motivation. The property of adapting to workload changes by provisioning and
de-provisioning resources is called elasticity [51] and it is commonly regarded as
a defining property of cloud environments. Elasticity has, of course, a direct con-
nection with energy efficiency: the more closely resource provisioning matches
demand, the more energy efficient the infrastructure is. The Scaling Down tactic
allows to adapt resource provisioning, while the Workload Scheduling tactic is
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meant to prioritize and assign the load to the different virtual resources in order
to match the demand.
Description. In this tactic, a Workload Scheduler is a software component that
is able to dispatch workloads to VMs. The Scheduler normally uses one or more
Queues to arrange the workloads. Queues can be differentiated in terms of pri-
ority levels, QoS requirements or deadlines. The SLA Violation Checker ensures
that all service-level objectives are met.
Constraints. Workload scheduling is a well-known practice in software systems
that is widely studied in operating systems theory. However, workload schedul-
ing has specific challenges in cloud-based environments. First, when modeling
workloads it is necessary to select the appropriate workload granularity. For ex-
ample, a workload can divided per application, VM, or pool of VMs. In addition,
efficient workload prediction in cloud environments is difficult to achieve because
of the high variability of demand.
Example. Lu et al. [80] provide an example of Workload Scheduling for cloud stor-
age services. In their solution, shown in Figure 5.3, when a Client node submits
a Workload to the service, the RTT algorithm, of type SLA Violation Checker,
decomposes the Workload into Requests, to be assigned to different Queues, ac-
cording the deadline of each Request. In the example, two Queues are present: a
Delay Queue that has a guaranteed response time and a Best Effort Queue that
has no time constraints. The Miser algorithm, of type Workload Scheduler, is
used to recombine Workloads and dispatch them to Virtual Resources.
5.4.3 Cloud Federation
The Cloud Federation scenario for energy efficiency is the following: the Energy
Monitor notifies about excessive energy consumption arising from a service, which
is a composition of multiple cloud services. The Service Orchestrator then tries
to swap some services in the service composition by searching in a Green Service
Directory for iso-functional services that consume less energy than those currently
being used.
A cloud federation is a multi-cloud environment that can be defined as “[a
platform that ] comprises services from different providers aggregated in a sin-
gle pool” [68]. Cloud Federation tactics allow cloud-based software systems to
“lease” or “negotiate” cloud services from multiple providers based on energy
consumption information.
Energy Brokering
Motivation. Service discoverability is one of the key principles of service orienta-
tion [32]. To enable cloud service composition in multi-cloud environments, the
same principle applies. The Energy Brokering tactic makes energy information
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about services an additional parameter for service discovery and selection.
Description. This tactic is realized by means of two components: an Energy Bro-
ker and a Green Service Directory (GSD). The Energy Broker is a service that
enables access to energy-efficient services. It receives requests for cloud services
that perform a specific task and returns a pointer to the most energy-efficient
service available in the multi-cloud that can perform the requested task. To do
so, Energy Brokers make use of a GSD, which is a repository where all the cloud
providers in the multi-cloud store the energy information of the services they
provide.
Constraints. This tactic does not specify where the Energy Broker and the GSD
should be hosted. However, for trust reasons, they should not be hosted by any
cloud service provider participating in the federation.
Example. Garg et al. [39] propose a framework called Green Cloud Architec-
ture that serves as an example for the Energy Brokering tactic. We model this
example by means of a communication diagram (see Figure 5.4a) as a specific
behavioral interaction is suggested. In the Figure, a Green Broker, instance of
an Energy Broker, accepts requests for cloud services. The Broker queries the
Green Offer Directory (GOD) that lists all green cloud services available. The
GOD returns a list of services able to fulfill the request. The Broker then queries
the Carbon Emission Directory (CED) to discover the specific energy efficiency
information for each service. The combination of the CED and the GOD real-
ize the GSD of the tactic. Finally, the Broker fulfills the request with the most
energy-efficient service available.
Dependencies. The Green Service Directory has to characterize each service with
its energy information. This requires Energy Indicators for each service, either
static or dynamic, which suggests a dependency with either the Static Classifica-
tion or the Modeling tactic, respectively.
Service-Adaptation
Motivation. The main benefit of the Cloud Federation paradigm is the possi-
bility to select services among different providers. The Energy Brokering tactic
provides the energy information for services. This enables cloud-based software
systems to discover services that are more energy-efficient than those currently in
use. The Service-Adaptation tactic describes how Cloud platforms should switch
to these more energy-efficient services.
Description. Two components realize the Service-Adaptation tactic. The first
component is the Energy Orchestrator that communicates with the Energy Bro-
ker to discover energy-efficient services that fulfill a certain task and eventually
performs the registration of those services with the system. This operation has
to be authorized by the second component, the SLA Violation Checker, which
ensures that the new services meet the service-level objectives required by the
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Figure 5.4: A. Example of the Energy Brokering tactic. B. Example of the
Service-Adaptation tactic.
system. This component is similar to its analog in the Self-Adaptation tactics,
but instead of checking the SLOs that internal services have to fulfill, it checks
if external services meet the SLOs required by the system.
Constraints. The Service-Adaptation tactic assumes centralized cloud service or-
chestration. This creates some disadvantages in terms of flexibility because it
concentrates all service orchestration logic in a single point.
Example. Villegas et al. [132] illustrate an example of the Service-Adaptation
tactic in a federated cloud architecture. In their view, the Service-Adaptation is
performed at the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) layer: whenever a service request
to the federated cloud cannot be fulfilled with the required service level or is too
costly in terms of energy, it is forwarded to another federated cloud provider. As
shown in Figure 5.4b, the SaaS Broker, of type Energy Orchestrator, negotiates
the usage of a Green Service with other cloud providers. The Reputation of the
cloud provider (of type SLA Violation Checker) determines if the provider meets
the required service-level objectives. The Reputation is based on the SLA viola-
tion rate of the provider.
Dependencies. As implied by the tactic description, Service-Adaptation depends
on the Energy Brokering tactic in order to retrieve the energy information of
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services.
5.5 Discussion
The Green Architectural Tactics presented in this work were explicitly formulated
with reusability in mind. For this reason, we kept to a minimum the constraints
that a tactic may impose on the general software architecture. When necessary,
we made them explicit. For example, the Service-Adaptation tactic assumes the
presence of a service orchestration mechanism; most of the Energy Monitoring
tactics introduce a centralized Energy Database; Self-Adaptation tactics assume
a high degree of decoupling between the virtual and the physical infrastructure. If
these tactics are meant to be applied to an existing cloud-based system, software
architects should consider whether these assumptions are compatible with the
current architecture.
An alternate top-down design approach could be to describe our Tactics using
a higher-level pattern language. An example might be the MAPE-K pattern
[61]: Energy Monitoring Tactics can be adopted to implement the Monitoring
and Analysis function, and Self-Adaptation can be adopted for Planning and
Execution.
However, it is important to note that Green Architectural Tactics cannot gen-
erally be adopted in isolation: when introducing them in a software architecture,
they might require other tactics to be adopted as well. In the previous section,
we made such dependencies explicit. In short, we found that Energy Monitoring
tactics are required whenever Scaling Down, Consolidation and Energy Broker-
ing are adopted. In addition, Service Adaptation requires Energy Brokering to
function properly. It is relevant to point out that the occurrence of a combination
of tactics does not always imply a dependency. For example, the dependencies
that emerged from our SLR have identified, in a total of 26 primary studies, the
following combinations (see Chapter 4):
• Energy Monitoring and Self-Adaptation tactics, in 8 cases.
• Self Adaptation and Cloud Federation tactics, in one case.
• Energy Monitoring, Self-Adaptation and Cloud Federation tactics, in 2
cases.
This evidence suggest a deeper relationship between the tactics that we will fur-
ther explore in our future research. Furthermore, our tactics introduce tradeoffs
between energy efficiency and other quality attributes, summarized in Table 5.3.
Along with the scenarios provided in Section 5.4, this initial trade-off analysis con-
tributes to the identification of energy efficiency as a quality attribute. It is still
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under discussion to what extent energy efficiency and other sub-characteristics of
environmental sustainability might influence traditional quality requirements.
Table 5.3: Energy efficiency tradeoffs introduced by Green Architectural Tactics
Tactic Quality At-
tribute
Rationale
Scaling Down Performance Scaling down VMs may result in lower performance
in case of unanticipated demand spikes.
Consolidation
Availability During VM migration some services may not be
available.
Security Live VM migration over the network requires to
transfer application code, metadata and work-
loads, making them vulnerable to attacks.
Modeling Modifiability Energy Connectors are component-specific and
therefore must be reimplemented if the architec-
ture changes.
Service-Adaptation Flexibility The orchestrator concentrates all service composi-
tion logic in a single node.
Workload Scheduling Performance If workload prediction fails deadlines might be
missed.
5.6 Next Steps: Tactics Evaluation
Because tactics are elicited from specific implementations, they do not come with
generalizable measures of the potential energy savings that they provide. As
reported in Chapter 4, most of the primary studies included a validation phase,
performed in either an industrial or academic setting. As part of our future work,
we plan to conduct research activities to provide an estimation of the impact of
the adoption of the Tactics on energy consumption.
A first step will be an industrial survey among experts of the field (i.e. software
architects) to have a first evaluation and prioritization of the tactics in terms of
their potential impact. We already contacted a number of interested participants
through our network in the Green IT Amsterdam6 and in the EFRO MRA Cluster
Green Software project7 consortia.
Secondly, after this exploratory study, we plan to set up empirical experiments
aimed at quantitatively assessing the impact of the Tactics. The experiments will
be carried out on instrumented environments where we will monitor the execution
of Cloud-based software applications implementing our Tactics. Meanwhile, we
will gather fine-grained energy consumption data that will allow us to evaluate the
energy savings gained through the Tactics implementation. For this research, we
6http://www.greenitamsterdam.nl/
7http://www.clustergreensoftware.nl/
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will collaborate with Cloud service providers based in Amsterdam for providing
case studies and with the Hogeschool van Amsterdam (HvA) for their expertise
in hardware instrumentation and measurement. We will also make use of our
cluster computing resources at the VU University Amsterdam as a testbed for
the experimentation.
5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we describe energy efficiency as a software quality attribute and
analyze its architectural impact in terms of assumptions and trade-offs. This
chapter answers RQ 3b, namely “How can architectural solutions for energy effi-
ciency be made reusable?”: we provided a set of reusable design solutions, codified
as tactics, to support the design and development of cloud-based energy efficient
software. In order to help their understanding and adoption, each of our Green
Architectural Tactics is presented with an example of its application extracted
from the literature.
Together with Chapter 4, in this part of the thesis we answer RQ 3, namely
“How can software architectural solutions realize energy efficiency?” By eliciting
existing solutions and generalizing them into a catalog of reusable tactics, we
show how energy efficiency can be realized through software architecture. In the
final part of this thesis, we will provide a conceptual framework to encapsulate
the experience gathered so far into strategies for energy-efficient software.
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6
A Conceptual Framework for
Energy-Efficient Software Engineering
The pivotal role of software in energy consumption is now supported by sound
empirical data collected through a series of experiments on different hardware
platforms. Although the actual figures may vary depending on the specific plat-
form, the impact of software over energy consumption is definitely relevant. Ad-
dressing this impact requires a change of mindset from the software engineering
community. In this chapter, we present a conceptual framework that provides
a unifying view on the strategies, models and tools presented so far to engineer
energy-efficient software. This contribution answers RQ 4.
6.1 Introduction
The theoretical software power models presented in Chapter 2 give developers
a way to elaborate a strategy by analyzing the causes of energy consumption.
Moreover, power models and measurement techniques are needed to validate the
efficacy of the formulated strategies by measuring their impact. The empirical
evidence presented in this thesis represents a starting point for such strategies:
for example, in Chapter 3 we validated two practices for energy-efficient software
development. These guidelines can be embedded in a strategy to refactor exist-
ing software applications and increase their energy efficiency. In Chapter 5 we
presented three strategies to address energy efficiency aspects in Cloud software
applications. Some of these strategies can be applied in a more general software
engineering process to design energy-efficient software applications from scratch.
In this chapter, we provide a conceptual framework to support energy-efficient
software engineering. Our framework is based on the results obtained to far in
this thesis. It makes use of already existing tools and techniques, and we also
provide examples of useful measurements and metrics to ease its adoption.
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This chapter is structured as follows: in Section 6.2 we provide reflection upon
the results of the empirical experimentation we performed in software energy
efficiency. In Section 6.3 we introduce our conceptual framework. In Section
6.4 we present a more general overview of the stakeholders for software energy
efficiency. In Section 6.5 we describe the strategies included in our framework in
detail. Finally, Section 6.6 concludes the chapter.
6.2 Reflection on Empirical Evidence
In Chapter 2, we already discussed the modeling approaches for software energy
consumption: they can be ”white-box” e.g. based on code-level or instruction-
level metrics, or‘ ”black-box” e.g. based on runtime measurements, such as usage
ratios of system resources (CPU, RAM, etc.).
From our experience, the effectiveness of the chosen predictors varies greatly
with respect to the considered hardware configuration. In embedded systems,
for example, we have observed that code-level constructs may have an observable
impact over power consumption only in some cases [131]. However, as the system
architecture becomes more complex, these models appear to be too fine-grained
to describe the effect of software over power consumption. In these cases, a
resource-usage based model might be more meaningful: our empirical studies
in Chapter 2 and 3 have successfully proven the correlation between indicators
of hardware resources and the power consumption of computer systems. As a
matter of fact, most of the software power profiling tools commercially available
are based upon these types of models.
Choosing the appropriate resources (or, more precisely, resource usage met-
rics) as predictors is the key to build an accurate resource-based power consump-
tion model. Typically, CPU is the most important component to monitor: this
is why, especially on more advanced mobile systems such as smartphones, most
tools focus on the CPU usage as a predictor for software power consumption.
However, our experiments have proven that other metrics, such as memory usage
and, more importantly, I/O operations, have a significant correlation with power
consumption. Moreover, in some usage scenarios, software applications may re-
quire the activation of high power-consuming peripherals (e.g. GPS modules,
3G and WiFi antennas) that significantly modify the consumption profile of the
device. In Figure 6.1 we can see an example showing typical power consumption
of a mobile device in different usage scenarios [2] .
This suggests two considerations: first, these resources cannot be ignored by
models and must be explicitly measured. Secondly, software developers need to
be aware that decreasing the computational complexity of software applications
is not enough to develop an energy-efficient application.
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Figure 6.1: Power Consumption of a Mobile Device in Different Usage Scenarios
(data from [2])
6.3 Conceptual Framework
Our framework to engineer energy-efficient software is presented in Figure 6.2.
The framework includes three main strategies: Energy Monitoring, Refactor-
ing and Self-adaptation. The Refactoring strategy is described in detail in Section
6.5.2. It is focused on minimizing software instructions and code patterns that
may cause higher energy usage. Energy Monitoring and Self-Adaptation were ear-
lier introduced specifically for Cloud-based software in Chapter 4 and 51. Here we
present them in a more general formulation: the Self-Adaptation strategy aims
at creating an energy-aware application that is able to choose among various
configurations, here called “energy profiles” (see Section 6.5.3), depending on the
1The third strategy we introduced, Cloud Federation, is Cloud-specific as it is based on
multiple Cloud services, from different providers, interacting with each other. Hence, it is not
suitable to be included in our framework.
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Figure 6.2: Framework for Energy-Efficient Software Strategies
scenario and the execution context. The Energy Monitoring strategy (see Sec-
tion 6.5.1) aims at providing feedback on software energy consumption through
modeling and profiling.
As shown from Figure 6.2, the input/output flow of the strategies can be
both bottom-up and top-down. From the bottom, hardware information is in-
jected into software applications to create energy awareness. From the top, the
stakeholders who are interested in or affected by energy efficiency issues (see Sec-
tion 6.4) trigger the need for energy-efficient software. This serves as a top-level
input, to determine which operational decisions for software energy efficiency are
to be taken.
The strategies are not meant to be mutually exclusive: as seen in Chapter
4, they can be applied together in various combinations. In addition, other
technological, human or process strategies can be plugged in, provided that their
impact in terms of energy consumption is verifiable through measurements or
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estimations.
6.4 Stakeholders
In Chapter 4 we presented a first overview of the stakeholders that we identified
during our SLR on Cloud software architectures. For the purpose of that study,
we focused on the energy efficiency of Cloud services during its usage and provi-
sioning. In this section we provide an extended overview, from a wider perspective
on software systems. We refer to the standard definition of a stakeholder [55],
namely: “individual, team, organization, or classes thereof, having an interest in
a system”. Hence, we define stakeholders for software energy efficiency as indi-
viduals, teams, organizations, or classes thereof, having an interest in improving
the energy efficiency of a software system”.
A more generic list of stakeholders for software sustainability is also provided
by Penzenstadler et al. [95]. The stakeholders identified in their work take
into account multiple dimensions of sustainability (individual, social, economic,
environmental, technical).
End Users are mainly interested in software energy efficiency for usability
reasons: the proliferation of mobile, battery-powered devices made users aware
that a long-lasting battery also depends on software activities. In turn, software
energy efficiency is becoming an important parameter for choosing the right ap-
plication to perform a task. Ultimately, this will push the market to produce
more energy-efficient software and end-users are the main drivers of this process.
Software Developers play a very important role. Their interest is to con-
stantly monitor and optimize the energy efficiency of their applications, through
the support of appropriate automated tools. Their feedback is crucial in order to
establish practical guidelines to write energy efficient software.
Software Engineers are responsible of enabling and investigating this in-
novation. The software engineering community has already shown its interest in
the energy footprint of software: the International Workshops on Green and Sus-
tainable Software (GREENS) [71, 73] are a prominent example. The involvement
of software engineers is crucial in order to embed sustainability in development
processes.
System Architects are the main responsible of the system design and they
must have a “broad, global, whole-system view” [85]. The energy efficiency of
the system as a whole is nowadays a primary requirement in many contexts (e.g.
High-Performance Computing, mobile devices, embedded systems). Addressing
such a requirement implies to take significant design decisions involving multiple
components and different abstraction layers of the system. Hence, architects are
to be considered stakeholders as well.
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Infrastructure Managers are responsible for the optimal use of system
resources. In IT infrastructures, energy is one of the most expensive assets.
Increasing the energy efficiency of software means being able to perform more
tasks using the same amount of energy, thus infrastructure managers definitely
have an interest in it.
Service Providers are interested in energy efficiency for multiple reasons.
There’s an economic reason, as energy is one of the main voices in the Total Cost
of Ownership of large-scale service provisioning infrastructures. Sector leaders,
such as Google2 and Microsoft3, already undertook initiatives to reduce the en-
ergy footprint of their software services. Moreover, as the general awareness
towards the energy impact of software increases, service consumers will ask for
explicit levels of energy efficiency in their service agreements. It is expected that
sooner or later, all providers will include energy efficiency as one of the parameters
to evaluate the quality of their service.
6.5 Strategies for Energy-Efficient Software
6.5.1 Energy Monitoring: use software energy models to
drive improvements
The first strategy we present is Energy Monitoring: its aim is to provide feedback
on the energy consumption of software applications, to identify opportunities for
energy optimization and/or to assess the energy savings gained by applying other
strategies. The bottom part of Figure 6.2 shows the information flow coming from
the hardware level: resource usage data, e.g. memory accesses, I/O usage, CPU
usage, is collected from the hardware. This information is used as input for
software energy models, that analyze applications during execution and provide
on-line energy consumption estimations with different granularity. Example of
already available profiling tools that make use of energy models are: Joulemeter
[83], ARO [4], Power TOP [54] and PowerTutor [41].
The Energy Monitoring strategy is a crucial component of our framework,
because it enables the formulation and validation of other strategies. By verify-
ing the energy efficiency improvements, through profiling tools, strategies can be
applied iteratively and consequently adapted. Energy Monitoring also allows to
take into account other parameters, e.g. the software mission and its main func-
tionalities, the required quality of service, and the interests of the stakeholders.
For example, reducing the network usage might improve energy efficiency, but it
might also violate service level agreements on response time or availability.
2http://www.google.com/green/bigpicture/, last visited on November 12th, 2014
3http://www.microsoft.com/environment/IT_Energy/IT_Energy.aspx, last visited on
November 12th, 2014
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6.5.2 Refactoring: identify and remove energy inefficien-
cies
Predictive models embed the knowledge about both the resources (e.g., CPU)
that consume power and the activities (e.g., disk transfers) that drive their con-
sumption. The aim of the Refactoring strategy is to identify those code patterns
responsible for high energy usage. Taking inspiration from the well-known book
of Fowler and Beck [37] we call these code patterns Energy Code Smells [131],
i.e. implementation choices (at code, design or architectural level) that make the
software execution less energy efficient.
The Refactoring strategy is backed up by empirical evidence. In Chapter 3
we already presented two best practices for developing energy-efficient software,
extracted from our wiki4, and we proved their impact in terms of energy effi-
ciency improvements. Moreover, in a previous study on an embedded system
[131], we found occurrences of five distinct Energy Code Smells, selected among
those detected by a well-known automatic static analysis tool (CppCheck 5). The
refactoring of such smells successfully improved the energy efficiency of the tested
code. However, as software execution depends not only on its internal structure
and host environment but also on the input it receives, the Refactoring strategy
may show its results only in specific situations. For this reason, before applying
the Refactoring strategy, the most frequent usage scenarios have to be identi-
fied. These scenarios will provide the most promising candidates for refactoring
activities.
In the remainder of this section we provide some examples of guidelines for
the Refactoring strategy. These guidelines were obtained by combining our ex-
perience together with the evidence provided by similar works ([42], [94], [122]
and [26]).
Clean up useless code and data.
As software evolves, many parts may become obsolete. Writing to never-read vari-
ables and other useless routines (e.g., repeated conditionals) may consume power
purposelessly. Cleaning up these instructions might improve energy efficiency, as
well as maintainability. Many static analysis tools are able to detect useless code.
Look for Immortals.
The lifecycle of software processes and threads must be carefully managed. The
Immortality Energy Smell describes situations where a software service restarts
after explicitly being killed by the user, continuing to drain energy. Sometimes,
software immortals are created on purpose: in this cases, death and rebirth phases
4https://wiki.cs.vu.nl/green_software/index.php/Main_Page
5http://cppcheck.sourceforge.net/
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of the processes/threads should be as graceful as possible, in order to reduce the
resource usage overhead and the consequent energy waste.
Focus on higher-level structures and complex routines
Like in performance optimization problems, improvements obtained at lower level
might be hidden from higher level inefficiencies. This is especially true when
there are many software layers or when software runs in a complex environment
(e.g., virtualization, distributed systems). Start refactoring from higher level
constructs: their impact on CPU and memory (and consequently, energy) is sig-
nificantly higher compared to basic data types.
Do not trust loops.
Loop constructs are powerful, but their contents must be carefully monitored.
Loop smells happen when an application repeats the same activity on a loop,
without achieving the intended results and uselessly consuming energy (e.g.,
polling an unreachable server). Detecting and refactoring such loops can save
a significant amount of energy, especially on battery powered devices.
Reduce amount of data transferred.
In distributed and high-performance systems, or in battery powered devices using
power-consuming radio transmission, data transfer might be a significant source
of power drain. Data exchanged between software applications and/or databases
(local or remote) can be optimized using data compression or data aggregation
techniques. The energy impact of this optimization might be crucial, in data-
intensive and Big Data applications. An example of an useful metric to monitor
is Communication Energy Cost [114], that estimates the energy consumption in-
duced by data transfers for each software component.
6.5.3 Self-adaptation: energy efficiency by design
While the Refactoring strategy is useful to developers who aim at increasing the
energy efficiency of their existing applications, the Self-Adaptation strategy is
more suitable when building software from scratch. The key idea is to provide
different configurations of the same application, to be selected according to the
best trade-off between provided features and consumed energy.
Actions needed to implement self-adaptation depend on the usage context
of the application. Hence, we need to profile the application energy usage in
different usage scenarios, i.e. identifying “Energy Profiles” which will provide
either the full set or a subset of functionalities. This approach is compatible
with the Refactoring strategy, as seen in Section 6.5.2, and also requires the
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Profile 1 Profile 2
Software Sensor State (ON/OFF) Refresh After (s) Software Sensor State (ON/OFF) Refresh After (s)
PhoneSensor ON 3600 PhoneSensor ON 600
LocationSensor OFF - LocationSensor ON + GPS ON 600
WiFiSensor OFF - WiFiSensor ON 600
BluetoothSensor OFF - BluetoothSensor ON 600
DeviceInfoSensor ON 3600 DeviceInfoSensor ON 3600
DeviceStatusSensor ON 3600 DeviceStatusSensor ON 600
DeviceSettings ON 3600 DeviceSettings ON 600
TerminalActivity OFF - TerminalActivity ON 600
DataSensor ON 3600 DataSensor ON 3600
Table 6.1: Example of Configuration file for Self-Adapting Applications
Energy Monitoring strategy to properly classify the energy usage of the different
scenarios (see Section 6.5.1). In [3] is provided an example of a self-adapting
mobile application. The application reconfigures itself based on the remaining
battery level. Authors implemented self-adaptation working on the application
functionalities, enabling or disabling modules and tuning parameters such as
the time granularity of the data collected from the device and transferred to the
server. Table 6.1 shows an example of different profiles for the mobile application.
Results show improvements up to 30% compared to an equivalent, non-adaptive
application. Improvements depend on the scenario and on the level of trade-offs
that developers are willing to reach.
Compared to the Refactoring strategy, the Self-Adaptation strategy intro-
duces a relevant set of changes to the software system. While Refactoring mostly
operates at code level, Self-Adaptation has also a relevant architectural impact.
Raibulet et al. [101] proposed a set of architectural metrics to evaluate the adap-
tivity of a software system. Although those metrics are not specific for energy-
driven Self-Adaptation, they can be adopted as a reference for developers that
want to introduce self-adaptive mechanisms in their application. For example,
the MaAC (Minimum architectural Adaptive Cost) expresses the fixed cost of
adaptivity at architecture level.
6.6 Conclusions
Energy efficient software is a challenging topic that involves complex trade-offs
among stakeholders. From a technical perspective, several tools and best prac-
tices are available, although they are not yet well integrated in an organic frame-
work able to provide the software developers and designers a unifying view.
In this chapter, we addressed this problem by providing a conceptual frame-
work that provides an high-level view over the possible operational strategies for
energy-efficient software. We described three strategies, i.e. Energy Monitor-
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ing, Refactoring and Self Adaptation, although other strategies, at technological
or process level, can be plugged in the framework, provided that they have a
measurable impact on energy consumption.
This contribution answers RQ 4, namely “Can we provide strategies to im-
prove software energy efficiency?” We proved that the current State-of-the-Art,
backed up by empirical evidence, is mature enough to provide such strategies.
In the next chapter, we will give an example of a possible improvement of the
Refactoring strategy: specifically, we will provide an approach to identify more
general issues in software energy efficiency (energy hotspots), not just at code
level, but at multiple levels of abstraction.
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7
The GREENSWEEP Approach for
Software Energy Efficiency Research
Software energy efficiency is a pioneering research topic where empirical exper-
imentation is widely adopted. Nevertheless, current studies and research ap-
proaches struggle to find generalizable findings that can be used to build a con-
solidated body of knowledge for “green” software. In this chapter, we identify
the issues that characterize the research in software energy efficiency. Then, we
propose an approach to systematically identify software energy efficiency issues
(hotspots) in software applications. We called this approach GREENSWEEP
(Guided REcognition and EvaluatioN of SoftWare EnErgy hotsPots). The GRE-
ENSWEEP approach combines traditional hypothesis-driven/top-down research
with a bottom-up discovery process using data mining techniques. We also discuss
the implications of GREENSWEEP on the traditional characteristics of empir-
ical experimentation. In the long run, we foresee that the experimental findings
discovered through our approach will be more generalizable and reusable to design
and develop energy-efficient software. This chapter is related to RQ 4.
7.1 Introduction
Current research in software energy efficiency lacks of well-defined, validated
methods: although there is a significant amount of scientific works in the field
(see Section 3.2 in Chapter 3), to date they show limitations and lack of gener-
alizable principles and results [71]. The research community in software energy
efficiency already highlighted that the field is characterized by peculiar issues.
Among them:
1. High complexity. In order to improve energy efficiency, the relationship
between software operations and the energy consumption of the underly-
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ing hardware has to be clearly defined. Hence, the research is inherently
multi-disciplinary [18], characterized by a very large amount of variables
to control, especially due to the high heterogeneity of IT devices and plat-
forms (e.g. mobile devices, cloud-based architectures, embedded systems).
For this reason, it is very difficult to trace software behavior directly to the
used hardware [110].
2. Anecdotal evidence. Many empirical studies have been conducted to as-
sess the factors that determine software energy efficiency. However, current
evidence is mostly anecdotal and insufficient to provide generalized princi-
ples. This becomes clear from the contradictions in the conclusions drawn
by researchers in different empirical studies (e.g. Cameron [17] concludes
that energy efficiency and performance positively correlate, while Capra
[19] concludes the exact opposite).
3. Lack of a unified approach. Different research communities have tried to
tackle the problem of energy efficiency within their own expertise, at the
cost of precision in other domains. Hence, the studies lack representativity,
and are characterized by heterogeneous techniques and analysis methods
[71]. We argue that this prevented from building sound evidence. An
historical parallel is with object-oriented software design in the late 80’s,
when a plethora of different notations were proposed, making it impossible
to compare designs expressed in different languages, test them or validate
their consistency. This problem was addressed when finally the OMG stan-
dardized UML.
Above peculiarities of energy efficient software research delineate requirements
for an ad hoc approach for the topic. In this chapter, we propose a mixed ap-
proach for experimentation in energy-efficient software research with the aim
to address those threats and ultimately speed up the identification of software-
related properties that impact energy consumption.
This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 7.2, we describe our proposal
for experimentation in software energy efficiency research. In Section 7.3, we
discuss its implications for empirical experimentation. Section 7.4 concludes the
chapter.
7.2 The GREENSWEEP Approach
From experience, we developed a mixed approach to conduct experimentation
for energy-efficient software. The approach is called GREENSWEEP (Guided
REcognition and EvaluatioN of SoftWare EnErgy hotsPots). Currently, we are
applying GREENSWEEP in the context of national research projects and we
plan to develop it further on a larger scale. In Fig. 7.1, we give a graphical
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Figure 7.1: Overview of the GREENSWEEP approach.
overview.
7.2.1 Background: Energy Hotspots
The main operational goal of GREENSWEEP is to identify energy hotspots (as
circles in Fig. 7.1). The concept of hotspot has already been introduced from
a software architecture perspective in a crosscutting sense, both in performance
[135] and evolution [100], as actionable points of interest, crucial for a certain
property. Recently, researchers in software energy efficiency have introduced the
term Energy Bug, defined as “an error in the system, either application, OS,
hardware, firmware or external, that causes an unexpected amount of high en-
ergy consumption by the system as a whole” [94]. However, this very broad
definition has a questionable ‘negative’ connotation: high energy consumption
is not necessarily due to an error, rather to trade-offs with other qualities (e.g.
higher performance). The alternative concept of Energy Smell, defined in the pre-
vious chapter as “an implementation choice that makes the software execution
less energy efficient” [131], has, instead, a ‘positive’ connotation. In this case, the
focus is on software: higher energy consumption is the result of an (explicit or
implicit) implementation choice, hence not necessarily an error. This definition,
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however, focuses only on the implementation level, while anomalies in energy
consumption can be identified at any level of abstraction, as from the previous
definition. Building up from this, we define energy hotspots as elements or prop-
erties, at any level of abstraction of the architecture, that have a measurable and
significant impact on energy consumption. In particular, our research focuses on
software energy hotspots, i.e. software-intrinsic properties. For this purpose, we
consider hardware as part of the context that we precisely model to better define
the scope of our findings (see Section 7.3).
7.2.2 1st stage: Hotspot Identification
To identify software energy hotspots, we apply different development practices,
design techniques, architectural tactics/patterns, etc. on software applications.
Considering a software application as a set of independent variables, a particular
software configuration can be defined as a treatment [137], i.e. a set of values
assigned to the corresponding independent variables. We plan to instantiate
several versions of the same software application on multiple virtual machines
(VMs) running on several servers. Each version of the application will differ in
terms of software configuration. Running the applications in VMs enables us to
enhance the scale of the experimentation. In this stage, we monitor the following
three layers (see Fig. 7.1, top):
1. In the application layer, we monitor software events and use instrumented
code to retrieve software measures that can be relevant for energy consump-
tion (e.g. response time, served requests, data transfer rate).
2. In the virtualization layer, we monitor VM allocation and migration events,
plus other relevant measures from the OSs running in the VMs (resource
usage data, e.g. CPU, RAM, or system load measures like running processes
and threads).
3. In the hardware layer, we monitor power consumption data from the phys-
ical servers, depending on the available measurement infrastructure: values
could be per-rack, aggregated per machine, or even broken down to every
single component.
Monitoring software behavior in the first two layers and associating the re-
sults with the energy measures from the hardware layer allows to identify, lo-
cate, and characterize the software energy hotspots. Energy hotspots may be
located on software architecture (e.g. architectural elements, structures, pat-
terns), source-code (e.g. libraries, classes, methods), OSs (RPC, system-calls,
services) or resource usage (RAM, CPU, I/O devices, data management/storage,
network). This results in a large number and type of measurements and, thus,
understanding which data to collect first is not an easy task. For this reason, we
started collecting data sources connected to identified green practices (but not
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fully evaluated yet) in the EFRO MRA Project Cluster Green Software1 and our
library of Green ICT practices2 in the different layers.
While these layers are a conceptual representation that helps us in modeling
the environment under observation, indeed many abstraction and infrastructure
layers exist in modern software systems. With such a complexity, we believe
that discovering energy hotspots with the traditional experimentation approach
(i.e. setting up real controlled environments and assign treatments to different
configurations) is unfeasible, due to the high number of factors, scattered among
the layers.
There is a parallel in social sciences where real-world phenomena are difficult
to be evaluated statistically: there are so many variables that no regularities
can be found by simply looking at the variables. In that case, one alternative
to statistical research is case study research, where social scientists study phe-
nomena in one case (e.g. energy usage of one piece of software) and trace the
mechanisms [133] by which these phenomena were produced. However, even the
replication of a new case will have a slightly different structure and may contain
other mechanisms: in that case, it is possible to generalize about the mechanisms,
not the cases. It can be analyzed, explained, and predicted what the effect of a
single mechanism is, but how all mechanisms interact in a particular case is not
predictable in general. However, in software energy efficiency research, although
the interaction of the many involved variables is likewise complex and not yet
fully understood (see Section 7.1), those interactions are produced by mecha-
nisms which are based on physical properties of the hardware components and
so they should be deterministic.
For this reason we propose the use of data mining and analysis techniques,
on the data gathered from each layer, to discover patterns for candidate software
energy hotspots. For example, suitable data mining techniques for this task
include decision trees for exploration, neural networks for outliers prediction,
and subsequently k-neighbors and clustering algorithms in n dimensions to find
recurring patterns. Data analysis results are continuously validated with the
stakeholders who own the domain knowledge (e.g., data centres administrators,
developers). To speed up the feedback cycle, we propose to use shared dashboards
that contain interactive graphs, checkboxes and fields to input further comments:
this information can be analyzed by researchers and (partly) automatically fed
back to the data mining tools for better tuning (e.g. in neural networks, increasing
the weight of certain branches). In practice, such mechanism enables an iterative
and supervised knowledge acquisition process, which is faster than the traditional
experimentation, where usually feedback is downstream after experimentation
result.
1http://www.clustergreensoftware.nl
2http://greenpractice.few.vu.nl
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7.2.3 2nd stage: Hotspot Verification
After the identification, location and characterization of the candidate hotspots
and the mechanisms that possibly produce them, we reproduce these mechanisms
and their effects in isolation in the lab. This is done in a dedicated Energy Lab,
where the second part of the research takes place (see Fig. 7.1, bottom part).
The Energy Lab is a shared laboratory among our partners where to perform
experiments to correctly assess the significance and impact of the hotspots. A
prototype of Energy Lab is the Software Energy Footprint Lab (SEFLab [34])
where we are currently conducting our experiments in software energy efficiency
as part of a national research project. The second stage is necessary to recover
the experimentation rigor relaxed in the first stage (see Section 7.3 for further
discussion). It also permits to study in a more controlled environment the identi-
fied hotspots (in Fig. 7.1 the different color scales represent the levels of impact
on power consumption) and the causal relationships involved.
The validated hotspots in Fig. 7.1 are those candidate hotspots confirmed
as valid (i.e. whose effect is proven in a predictable way for well-defined context
variables) at the end of this in-depth validation. They contribute to the expansion
of the current Experience Base.
7.3 Research Implications
The peculiarities of software energy efficiency research as well as our approach
to conduct such research have a number of implications on the evidence-based
principles. Based on the current state of the art, we elicited a list of ten prop-
erties that, to a large extent, an experiment in SE should aim at. Table 7.1
illustrates which of these properties can be either relaxed or stressed according
to the discussed research methodology for software energy efficiency research.
Table 7.1: Experimental Software Engineering Properties
Properties to relax Properties to stress
Hypothesis-driven Contextualization
Statistical significance Cause-and-effect analysis
Controlled Randomized assignments
Blocked subjects assignment Replicability
Balanced subject groups Competing alternatives
The approach we presented is based on exploratory data analyses as a prepa-
ration for (more traditional) in-depth experimentations (see also Section 7.2).
Accordingly, we relax rigor in favor of pragmatism during the first stage of our
evidence-based research endeavor. This translates in a bottom-up attitude, which
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requires avoiding to build formal hypotheses to test, postponing accuracy further
in the process when rigor is recovered in the Energy Lab. As a consequence, in
the first stage, most requirements for rigorous experimentation have to be relaxed
as well. We assign, for example, treatments to a specific context and observe the
environments through their measurable properties, despite we still do not have
full control over all the input variables due to complexity. In a similar way, al-
though we are able to perform randomization of subjects through virtualization,
we still need to relax the requirement to perform blocked assignments or bal-
ancing subject groups. That is, the data collection and analysis procedure is, or
should be, opportunistic to focus on an inherently complex universe of variables.
This produces large observations derived from real situations rather than cleaner
but smaller data from a rigid framework of experimentation, which is often not
a choice but a real constraint when dealing with cloud infrastructures. We have
similar constraints even in mobile devices where the nested virtualization makes
it impossible to separate the software layers for exact experimentation. This
variability requires modeling the operational environment under observation, an
operation that we call contextualization. Defining the right context variables and
their dependencies is one of the most challenging but important task we are facing
(as also stressed by a recent roadmap for Empirical Software Engineering [10]).
A detailed enough model for the context (which requires modeling both hardware
and software at different levels of abstraction) permits to accurately establish the
degree of similarity between two contexts (e.g. two mobile devices, two system
architectures or implementation choices) in the comparison of power consump-
tion measurements. Also, replicability of analysis is improved in terms of context
reproduction.
Of course, high contextualization not only increases the awareness of the
confounding factors, but it is also a prerequisite to control the internal validity of
the experiments and, thus, the accuracy of the measurements. The fact that the
measurements cannot be only hypothesis-driven, however, hampers the possibility
to control the construct- and the external validity, and this eventually lowers the
conclusion validity. We therefore need to relax those types of validity in trade
for a more pragmatic approach in the short run: this allows to populate a larger
results set, that serves to trigger further investigations following the traditional
experimental SE research approach in the Energy Lab. In the long run, however,
the rigorous contextualization will define clear boundaries and impacts of the
hotspots. In turn, we expect that the construct and the external validity will
increase while the internal validity will be better controlled in the short run.
In summary, in relation to the peculiarities listed in Section 7.1:
1. We reduce the complexity of the software/hardware interaction via abstrac-
tion, i.e. by capturing the most important concepts and relationships via a
precise contextualization of the environment. This allows to identify can-
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didate hotspots, which will be verified later in the Energy Lab through
traditional experimentation.
2. We mitigate the problem of anecdotal evidence with in-depth verification
steps in the Energy Lab on a reduced list of candidate energy hotspots.
3. In relation to the lack of the unified approach, thanks to randomization
in multiple subjects, contexts and hardware configurations at the same
time, our approach allows in its first stage to gather candidate measures for
varieties of scenarios; at the same time, by configurable contextualization
we can potentially cover different approaches typically limited to a single
level of abstraction or execution environment.
7.4 Conclusions
Empirical experimentation for software energy efficiency is still an emerging topic.
In this chapter, we have identified three main related issues: high complexity of
the topic which involves multi-disciplinary competences, lack of strong evidence
to contribute generalized principles to the body of knowledge, and the lack of a
unified research approach. These three issues point to a more general problem
where the traditional way of conducting experimental software engineering is not
suitable anymore for software energy efficiency research.
To tackle this problem, we presented in this chapter a mixed approach: first we
discover hypotheses and patterns by using data mining and analysis techniques,
continuously tuned with fast feedback cycles with stakeholders; in a second stage,
we can follow again the traditional experimental approach intended to test the
hypotheses. We have discussed some implications of our approach on a set of
properties for empirical experimentation.
This chapter is related to RQ 4, namely: “Can we provide strategies to im-
prove software energy efficiency?” The GREENSWEEP approach we presented
can be seen as a possible improvement of the Refactoring strategy presented in
Chapter 6. However, GREENSWEEP has not yet received proper validation,
hence we cannot claim that it answers our RQ. For this purpose, we are applying
it in ongoing research efforts and future work will be devoted to further develop
GREENSWEEP as an open contribution to the research community.
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Conclusions
Software has a relevant impact on the energy consumption of ICT devices. Energy-
efficient software is crucial for extending the lifetime of battery-powered devices
and for reducing the ICT environmental impact. However, software engineering
does not provide a consolidated body of knowledge neither on how to improve the
energy efficiency of existing software systems, nor on how to design and develop
energy-efficient software. This thesis tries to fill this gap through empirical ex-
perimentation. Throughout its chapters, we traversed the abstraction levels that
divide software from hardware and we provided tools, guidelines and approaches
for analyzing and improving the energy efficiency of software applications. In
this chapter, we summarize our main contributions, with respect to the research
questions presented in Chapter 1. We conclude this dissertation with our future
research agenda.
8.1 Main Contributions
The goal of this thesis is to provide a body of knowledge that supports the
engineering of energy-efficient software systems and applications. Hence, the
main Research Question for this thesis is “How can we engineer energy-efficient
software?” In Chapter 1, we identified four sub-Research Questions that further
characterize our research problem. This section summarizes the answers to these
questions, according to our findings.
8.1.1 RQ 1. What is the correlation between software and
hardware energy consumption?
In order to define the relationship between software and hardware energy con-
sumption, we first need to determine if hardware resource usage is relevant for
energy usage. This is the subject of RQ 1a, namely “RQ 1a. Is hardware re-
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source usage correlated with energy consumption during software execution?”. In
line with our empirical approach, in Chapter 2 we present an experiment con-
ducted on Desktop computer systems. The results show that CPU and memory
usage have the highest correlation values with energy consumption, but those
vary significantly depending on the usage scenario. We also compared the im-
pact of software usage on two machines of different generations. Our results show
that modern hardware resources are more energy-efficient in idle states, but more
consuming in intensive operation modes. This makes the role of software even
more important, in order to use resources efficiently and reduce energy waste.
Hence, our initial claim in Chapter 1 is verified by means of empirical evidence.
To make the relationship between hardware and software more transparent,
we need to make this knowledge actionable. That is, we have to verify whether
resource usage information can be used to provide estimations and prediction on
energy consumption and relate it to software behavior to steer its development
and engineering. That is the focus of RQ 1b, namely “How can software proper-
ties be used as a predictor for hardware energy consumption?” We surveyed the
academic literature and came up with a classification of approaches to measure
and model software energy consumption. Indeed, using resource usage as a pre-
dictor is a viable option: many tools and techniques are already available and
ready for use on different platforms (e.g. mobile, embedded systems, laptops).
Through these tools, developers and users are able to gain insights on the energy
impact of the software they use or produce, with a reasonable level of accuracy.
However, what is still missing is the integration of these models into software
applications, to realize proper energy-aware behaviors.
8.1.2 RQ 2. What is the impact of using best practices for
software energy efficiency?
The first level of abstraction we consider for our research on software energy effi-
ciency is the source code. The aim of RQ 2 is to assess to what extent coding with
energy efficiency in mind can make a difference on the actual energy consumption
of an IT device. For this purpose, we performed an empirical experiment where
we applied two best practices for energy-efficient software development, extracted
from various sources in academic literature and industrial practice, on two widely
used open source software applications. Our results show that applying the prac-
tices allows to save up to 25% energy consumption, and it increases the energy
proportionality of software behavior as well.
This stresses the importance of supporting developers in implementing energy-
efficient software. By formally describing these software practices in the form of
code patterns, it would be possible to automatically detect and refactor energy
inefficiencies during development, similarly to what is already done for other
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quality aspects (e.g. performance, security, reliability).
8.1.3 RQ 3. How can software architectural solutions real-
ize energy efficiency?
After assessing the potential impact of energy efficient software development,
our next step was to increase the level of abstraction and address energy effi-
ciency at the architectural level, as with other more traditional software qual-
ity aspects. We first systematically surveyed the state-of-the-art to answer RQ
3a, namely: “Are there software architectural solutions that address energy effi-
ciency aspects?” We designed and conducted an SLR on architectural solutions
for energy efficiency in Cloud-based software applications. From our results we
were able to identify a number of solutions, that we generalized in architectural
strategies, techniques and components for energy efficiency. Then, we addressed
RQ 3b, namely “How can architectural solutions for energy efficiency be made
reusable?”, extracting from our results architectural tactics for energy efficiency.
Those tactics not only support software architects into creating energy efficient
software architectures, but also show that energy efficiency can be indeed realized
at architectural level and can thus be considered a software quality aspect.
8.1.4 RQ 4. Can we provide strategies to improve software
energy efficiency?
The previous RQs analyzed the problem of software energy efficiency at different
levels. This effort needs to be complemented with a suitable conceptual frame-
work that models the different outcomes and connects them towards our goal.
That is the aim of RQ 4. In Chapter 6, we reflect upon our empirical evidence
and present such a framework, together with examples of high-level strategies for
engineering energy efficient software. In Chapter 7, we present a preliminary ex-
ample of an empirical approach (GREENSWEEP), based on a strategy extracted
from our framework, to identify energy efficiency issues in existing software ap-
plications.
8.1.5 Answering the Main Research Question: lessons
learned
The main Research Question that drives this thesis is “How can we engineer
energy-efficient software?”
Indeed, we selected an ambitious and challenging problem, in an emerging but
pioneering research field. Nevertheless, by using divide et impera and reasoning
by increasing abstractions, we learned valuable lessons that can help in solving
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our main research question (see Chapter 1). Keeping in mind the following lessons
is necessary to engineer energy-efficient software.
1. Energy consumption is software-defined. Although hardware technologies
continuously improve in energy efficiency, ICT energy consumption is still
rising: idle consumption has decreased, but in high-performance modes
new-generation devices consume more than previous ones, as proven by our
empirical evidence. Moreover, we are moving more and more towards a
model where hardware is a commodity that can be provisioned on demand
through software. Examples are software-defined networks and datacen-
ters. This important transition has a fundamental consequence: the role
of software will be more and more relevant in driving energy consumption.
Hence, models based on resource usage to predict energy consumption will
be extremely valuable in determining waste of resources such as CPU and
memory, the primary reason for energy inefficiency.
2. There is no one-size-fits-all. When analyzing software energy efficiency, the
importance of usage scenarios is crucial. It is very likely that the energy
efficiency of a software application varies according to the specific task at
hand. Also, it is imperative to carefully model the context: due to the
complexity of software and hardware interaction, there are many factors
playing a role in energy consumption. For this reason, for example, some
solutions that improve energy efficiency in mobile devices might not be
effective in other systems.
3. No improvement is possible without measurement. Energy consumption
caused by software can be odd and counter-intuitive. For this reason, em-
pirical validation is extremely important in this field. In this thesis, we
showed examples of second-order effects of coding practices that can ne-
glect improvements in energy efficiency. To avoid these second-order effects,
guidelines and best practices need to be carefully validated.
8.2 Future work
This section concludes this thesis, but our research is far from completed. Soft-
ware energy efficiency has just started gaining momentum in the scientific com-
munity and many challenges lie ahead in the form of new research questions.
As a stable part of our research agenda, we will keep on performing empirical
experimentation to validate the best practices for energy-efficient software. This
activity will contribute to establish a solid knowledge base for developers and ar-
chitects. In the meantime, we are already working on representing this knowledge
as an ontology of concepts and entities, using semantic technologies. This has
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potential for multiple applications: firstly, this abstract modeling will allow us to
automate the process of applying practices to existing applications. Moreover, we
can explore the impact of energy efficiency on other software quality attributes
[72]. This trade-off analysis is needed for the inclusion of energy efficiency in a
comprehensive software quality model.
Finally, our main commitment in the next years will be devoted to provide
education in software energy efficiency. During the last three years, we were
able to bring awareness on the subject and we participated in successful projects
(such as the MRA Cluster Green Software) that created a network of stakeholders,
both companies and public institutions, interested in software energy efficiency.
Together with these stakeholders, we assessed the need of professionals in the
European market with competences and skills in Green IT and Green Software
Engineering. This need was the main motivation for the new master track in
“Software Engineering and Green IT” of the VU University Amsterdam, which
aims to educate professionals in Software Engineering with specific skills and
knowledge in IT sustainability issues [70]. In the context of this master track,
we will provide a course focused on experimentation in software energy efficiency,
called Green Lab. In this course, students will follow the path traced by this
thesis, performing experiments to validate practices and case studies provided by
the industrial stakeholders.
Driving the ICT industry towards a more sustainable path requires a solid,
long-term effort in both research and education, involving national and interna-
tional institutions. This thesis is a step further in such a direction.
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English Summary
The energy consumption of ICT is growing at an unprecedented pace. The main
drivers for this growth are the widespread diffusion of mobile devices and the
proliferation of datacenters, the most power-hungry IT facilities. In addition, it
is predicted that the demand for ICT technologies and services will increase in
the coming years. Finding solutions to decrease ICT energy footprint is and will
be a top priority for researchers and professionals in the field.
As a matter of fact, hardware technology has substantially improved through-
out the years: modern ICT devices are definitely more energy efficient than their
predecessors, in terms of performance per watt. However, as recent studies show,
these improvements are not effectively reducing the growth rate of ICT energy
consumption. This suggests that these devices are not used in an energy-efficient
way. Hence, we have to look at software.
Modern software applications are not designed and implemented with energy
efficiency in mind. As hardware became more and more powerful (and cheaper),
software developers were not concerned anymore with optimizing resource usage.
Rather, they focused on providing additional features, adding layers of abstrac-
tion and complexity to their products. This ultimately resulted in bloated, slow
software applications that waste hardware resources – and consequently, energy.
In this dissertation, the relationship between software behavior and hardware
energy consumption is explored in detail. For this purpose, the abstraction levels
of software are traversed upwards, from source code to architectural components.
Empirical research methods and evidence-based software engineering approaches
serve as a basis. First of all, this dissertation shows the relevance of software over
energy consumption. Secondly, it gives examples of best practices and tactics that
can be adopted to improve software energy efficiency, or design energy-efficient
software from scratch. Finally, this knowledge is synthesized in a conceptual
framework that gives the reader an overview of possible strategies for software
energy efficiency, along with examples and suggestions for future research.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
Het energieverbruik van ICT groeit met een ongekende snelheid. De belangri-
jkste redenen voor deze groei zijn het wijdverspreide gebruik van mobiele appa-
ratuur en de toename van het aantal datacenters, de meest energie behoeftige
IT-faciliteiten. Daarnaast wordt voorspeld dat de behoefte aan ICT technologien
en services in de aankomende jaren zal toenemen. Het vinden van methoden om
de ICT energie footprint te verkleinen is en zal topprioriteit zijn voor onderzoek-
ers en professionals.
Hardware technologie is de afgelopen jaren substantieel verbeterd, gemeten
in prestatie per watt is de huidige ICT apparatuur meer energie efficint dan zijn
voorgangers. Echter, recent onderzoek toont aan dat deze verbeteringen de groei
van het ICT energieverbruik niet effectief verminderen. Dit wijst erop dat de
apparaten niet op een energie-efficinte manier worden gebruikt. Daarom moeten
we naar de software kijken.
Moderne software applicaties worden niet ontworpen en gemplementeerd va-
nuit een energie efficint perspectief. Terwijl hardware steeds krachtiger (en goed-
koper) werd, waren de software ontwerpers niet bezig met het optimaliseren van
het bron verbruik. In plaats daarvan focusten zij op het toevoegen van extra
eigenschappen, wat leidde tot extra lagen van abstractie en complexiteit in hun
producten. Uiteindelijk leidde dit tot opgeblazen, langzame software applicaties
welke hardware capaciteiten, en dus energie, verspilden.
Uiteindelijk leidde dit tot opgeblazen, langzame software applicaties welke
hardware capaciteiten, en dus energie, verspilden. Hiervoor werden de abstrac-
tielevels van software overspannen van broncode naar structurele componenten.
Empirische onderzoeksmethoden en evidence based software engineering zullen
hiervoor als basis dienen. Allereerst toont dit proefschrift de relevantie van soft-
ware voor het energieverbruik van hardware. Daarnaast geeft het voorbeelden
voor best practices en tactieken die te gebruiken zijn om software energie efficintie
te verbeteren of te ontwerpen. Tot slot wordt deze kennis toegepast in een con-
ceptueel kader welke de lezer een overzicht geeft van de mogelijk strategien voor
energie efficinte software, met daarbij voorbeelden en suggesties voor toekomstig
onderzoek.
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